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CHAPTER I

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

A. PURPOSE

The primary objective of this project was concerned with

comprehensively identifying the problems of functional illiteracy in

Macon County, Alabama. The many variables which contribute to

functional illiteracy were exardned in terms of the functional

illiterate persons, status and self-image, educational level, economic

and civic activities, health and nutritional practices, etc.

The secondary objective was concerned with conducting a limited

amount of experimental teaching of functional illiterate persons in

three communities. In conjunction with these objectives, the contracting

agency assumed the responsibility of making referrals to other organi-

zations and agencies in cases where the contracting agency could give

us immediate assistance.

B. BACKGROUND

The setting giving rise to the problem is as alarming as the

problem itself. In 1950, there were 835 non-whites and 35 whites who

were residing in rural communities in Macon County, Alabama who had

not successfully completed a single year of formal schooling, and 3,150

and 170 respectively who had completed less than five years of formal

schooling. In 1960, there were 995 non-white and 50 whites who had

not completed a single year of formal schooling and 4,007 and 506

respectively who had completed less than six years of formal schooling.
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Non-whites comprise 84 per cent of the total population in this county.

The background giving rise to the problems of the functional

illiterate persons was further compounded in many socio-cultural and

economic aspects. Machines are replacing unskilled men in the

factories with a gathering momentum just at a time when farmers are

leaving the land in great numbers. These displaced farmers are

applying, without skills, for jobs in factories which are laying off,

not hiring, the unskilled. Many of the prospective workers cannot be

successfully retrained at their present educational level. There is

evidence that the illiterate persons are being exploited economically

and are also being cheated out of their rights to participate fully

as citizens. Still more crucial within this miserable background

of economic, social and educational insufficiency was the fact that

the illiterates on the whole did not know where to go for help and

the local power structures that were not completely unconcerned about

their problems, stimulated in large part the vicious circle of exploita-

tion which destroyed the hopes and ambitions of entire families.

As may be observed from the figures given earlier in this

section, there were numerically more illiterates in Macon County in

1960 titan there were in 1950. Like tends to beget like and the tenta-

tive indications were in 1964 when this project started that illiterates

were producing illiterates. As will be discussed in subsequent

chapters the setting giving rise to this study has changed some but

it is still a long way from the pattern envisioned by the architects

of the Great Society.

C. RATIONALE

The rationale behind this study was far-reaching but practical
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and applicable. It was well recognized by the contracting agency that

functional illiterate persons in Alabama (assuming, of course, that

illiteracy in Macon County is typical in the State) could not be

permanently helped by such programs as Aid to Dependent Children, Old

Age Assistance, etc; therefore, any attempt to assist these people

should be fundamental in nature. Adults who cannot read or write

are in need of knowledge about sound domestic relations, economic

improvement, available public services, rights privileges, obligations

of citizenship and a list of other needs that cannot successfully be

acquired without learning how to read and write. The contracting

institution recognized also the prOblems of the illiterate persons are

unique and different among themselves. How then can programs be

developed which are fundamental in nature to give permanent assistance

to the illiterate? The first and basic step taken was to identify

the problems of a large sample of functional illiterate persons and

then determine what problems beyond being taught communications And

computative skills were to be tackled. This study, as will be dis-

cussed in subsequent sections, has provided the data, and in part the

"know-how" which laid the foundation for a major attack in four

counties in Alabama (Macon, Elmore, Bullock, Lee) to ameliorate

illiteracy and some of the problems created by illiteracy.

Additionally, it was felt that new innovations had to be

developed which would greatly accelerate the learning process of func-

tional illiterate adults who in many instances had never be )sed

to one nour of formal education. A great contribution would have

been made if this experimental phase of the project identified beyond

doubt techniques which could 'speed up adult learning.



The validity behind the rationale for this study depends

primarily on what actions are taken based on the findings from this

study; in the circumstances, time is an essential factor in v:lndi-

eating the designers of the study. Every attendant factor which this

study indicates contribute to illiteracy must be treated with expediency

and the probabilities are that the rationale will be substantiated.
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CHAPTER II

DESIGN OF THE 3PUDY

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

The population of Macon County irk 1960 was 26,717 of which

22,228 were non-whites. The sample used in this study was comprised ,.:31$

658 adult functional illiterates purposively selected from Macon County,

Alabama. Of this total, 6I8 were Negroes and 10 were Caucasians. The

ten functional illiterate Caucasians included in the sample may appear

to be small but it must be recognized that the functional illiterate

Caucasian is less amendable to intensive interviewing than the functional

illiterate Negro. Additionally, functional illiterate Caucasians in

Macon County are few in number as compared to functional illiterate

Negroes, and this imbalance has also contributed to the small number

of Caucasians participating in the study.

B. DATA GATHERING DEVICES

The data gathering devices used in this study was cimprised of

the following:

1. A comprehensive interview schedule was designed and pre-

pared to record the data secured from functional illiterate

adults by the interviewers. (Appendix 1)

2. An interview schedule was designed and used in soliciting

information from the Macon County Cooperative Extension

Service, Macon County Public Health Division, and the

Macon County Sheriff's Department. The information

obtained from each interview schedule was pertinent

to the various organizations or agencies interviewed.

(Appendix 2, 3, 4)
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3. A questionnaire designed tt, seek information from voluntary

organizations. (Appendix 5)

L. The Gray Oral Reading Test.

5. The Wechsler Ad It Intelligence Scale.

6. Partitipants ratings of class experiences. (Appendix 6)

7. Teachers perception of the program as it is related to the

participants and ottmr relevant factors. (Appendix 7)

The seven irstruments used consumed several hours given up

voluntarily by the participants. The interview schedule appearing in

Appendix 1 was employed to record 450 different responses from the

interviewees. This schedule which was administered by a group of

trained interviewers took approximately three hours to adidnister.

Each interviewer was exposed to a 2-day workshop conducted by consultants

trained in the methods of administering the schedules to the kind of

pe)ple we were to reach. Additionally, the interviewers were given

supervised field practice in techniques of interviewing uncooperative

subjects which training proved useful in securing the cooperation of many

who would have normally been excluded from this study. Rarely, was the

schedule administered in any one period; more often than not, the

interviewer visited the respondents' homes as much as four times before

completing the interview.

The interview schedules appearing in appendices 2, 3, and 4,

were not near as time consuming as the previous one discussed; however,

they provided some of the information requested and was very relevant

to the project. The questionnaire appearing in appendix 5 was addressed

to voluntary organizations.



The other devices used will be discussed under Section C

of this chapter.

C. EXPERIMENTAL TEACHING, TESTING AND EVALUATION

As mentioned earlier, experimental teaching was the secondary

objective of the project. To achieve this objective, four classes were

established; three in the rural communities and one within the boundaries

of Tuskegee Institute. The variations in each class liere designed

firstly to capture the interests of the participants and secondly to

identify as objectively as possible which class showed the greatest

progress. For purposes of this study, progress was measured in terms

of five criteria: (I) Class participation, (2) attendance, (3) teacher

evaluation, (4) differences in grade equivalent between the first

administration of the Gray Oral Reading Test and the grade equivalent

at the final administration of the Gray Oral Reading Test and (5)

changes in IQ as measured by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale at

the beginning of the teaching process and at the end. Each class mar,

structured according to the following:

l. Class of twenty-three illiterete persons met Mondays,

Wednesdays, and Fridays for one hour each evening. They

met from February to May, 1965 and were discontinued.

ClaiLs began again in September, 1965. On Mondays, the

participants were introduced to familiar objects --

ash tray; flash light; umbrella: et cetera -- they were

asked to describe the objects in their own words then

they were taught to write and read what they said in

describing the objects. Although some had never used a

1
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pencil, they all were asked to start at the same place.

On Wednesdays, they were shown a thirty minute movie of

their choice and then they were asked to tell everything

that they remembered seeing in the movie. The teacher

recorded what each one said and on Fridays they were

taught to write and read what they said they saw in the

movie on Wednesdays. The age range of this group was

sxteen to forty.

2. This class of thirty-one was exposed to conventionzl

techniques using the overhead transparency projector and

special preparations by Reader's Digest. They met from

March to May, 1965. Class began again in September, 1965.

An experimental technique was employed for a short period

as follows; participants were given a stipend of ten cents

for every hour they attended class and those who fell in

the top fifty per cent of the class were given an increase

in stipend, ranging from eleven cents to fifteen cents for

the second week depending on achievement. Achievement was

determined by conventional means. The procedure was re-

peated every two weeks. It was interesting to see the

struggle for the upper strata of the upper fifty per cent

of the class. Hence, there was an increase in desire and

rapidity of learning due to incentive payment. The age

range was forty-one to eighty-two.

3. The procedures. in this group of thirty-three were identi-

cal to group 2 above in that the conventimial method of
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teaching was used. However, this group cad not receive a

stipend for attending class and met on TuesiAys and

Thursdays. The age range was eighteen to forty. Further,

this group covered tho same amount of material in two

meetings as group 2 three meetings per week. The dlase

met from March to May, 1965. Class began again in

September, 1965.

4. Maw' of thirty-one illiterate persons mat ?1[..mJays, Wednes-

days, ar.O. Fr :says. In this class, no objnots were used

o.:11-2 thirty minute films. The films were those of the

participants own choosing. The teacher and the contracting

Agency selectel a variety of films that we thc,t;ght would be

of benefit to them; and from these, the participants

selected those in ilLich they were interes Led. :aCh day,

the participant-di, efilr !Aught to write and read JPaley

remerbered about =. :1 a alm. This was a more haterclaneoun

group in terms of ag-J, They ranged in age from twenty-five

to sixty-three.

The participants in each class voPe tested at the beginning

with the Gray Oral Reading Test to determine their grade equivklant (read-

ing level) ani :r.th the Wechsler Adult In laigence Scale to determlaJ

:heir IQ. A sample of the p2r1A2ipants were again test3i az, :the end of

the teaching p6ram to determine charpv.5 in reading levels and IQs.

The investigators had to use a sanple of participants for:: B rlIal test

because the Viec.:-.41.er Intelligence Scale, in par'Acular, is quite time

einslInIng to administer; partici?ants migrated to other ao.B/3 .)f the
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country and some participants who were referred to other programs which

offered financial buttressing were accepted and, therefore, were not

available for final testing.

At the end of the teaching and testing phase, both teachers

and participants were asked to evaluate their experiences. Their

reactions as given on the instraments appearing in Appendices 6 and

7 will be discussed in Chapter IV.



CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

A. PERSONAL DATA

The information obtained underlthds heating was primarily:

Place of residence, sex, age, social stl,:mirity number and family

Two of these variables, age and sex, will be used froquentlyrthroughaat

this Chapter in their re3atlonship to other relevant variables.

During the twelve months of intensive interviewing, 658 adults

were inter .owed. Table 1 chows the age aad sex breakdown of the inter-

viewees.

TABLE 1

Sex and Age of a Sample 'af Functionally Illiterate Adults in
Macon County, Alabama Completing Interview Schedule

SEX
AGE GROUPS

MiONNICI:=1C6SMC NIIIIMM,INCMDo
JIMNIII0111/1.37INCL=INCMICZI damn", 42111.11111211.CO.S.11

Male 16

Female 43

TOM . 59

61737-'7Farl"
Over Total Age_

9 24 33 47 51 180 59.5

67 104 98 95 t 71 478 49.5

76 128 131 142 121 658 ....

Of the 658 adults interviewed, 180 were males with a median

age of 59.5 and 478 were females with a median age of 49.5. It is not

surprising that 27.35 per cent of the interviawess are male. In general,

the malas :sere away from home trying to earn some form of subsistence

for the family. Additionally, it must be noted that 28.33 per cent (51)

of the 180 Yr.a1,3 were 65 years and older Iyhen interviewed, while only

14.85 per cent (71) of the 178 fa,aales were 65 years and older when inter-
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viewed. Percen ewise, there were twice as many old males around the

house azi %%ere were, old females. It ydght be inferred here, tberaftves

that the advanc,sd age ).f the males was a factor as to why they were

was the fact that males iigrate largor numbers than females even though

the most sipaificant, explEmation for the small number of males interriewed

around the horre.s when the interviewers visited the families. Probably,

their migratory patterns are primarily seasonal and for short periods

depending, of course, cm their oc.;upaional sid.11s. For example, hun

dreds of males migrate from Macon County to Florida during the fruit-

picking season; several move from county to county within the State of

Alabama along with the itinerant loggers; and still more can be

classified as odd-jobbers who are always in pursuit of an odd-job with-

in their own environment.

The ral female expressed the desire to stay at home to take

care of the children even though, in most instances, if they migrate their

economic misery could possibly change in only one direction -- for the
er. The rural females who is fractionally illiterate, is less anxious

to change her environment than is the functionally illiterate male.

The male is willing to take h13 chances in pursuit of a better life
financially. Under t;ro. circumstances, he is alwa.y on titt: move. In

essence, the rural functional illiterate male has unknowindly defied

all conventional techniques of recruitment for most government sponsored

programs. (If he is to be informed, a lot of effort rust be pit forth

in informing the wife first). The factors discussed are those to which

can be attributed the imbalance between males and females interviewed.

It should not, at this point, be construed that there are more functionally
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illit-ntate females in Macon County-, Alabama than there are males.

investigators sought. deterrnine the intervieweo3 who regarded th.emzelves

Associated with information relative to personal data, the

house-

holds. One hundred forty-four (47.5%) of the 303 were females. For

purposes of this s;,,tdy, the investigators defined the head of the

as heads of household, and aiio those having 'social security numbers,. Of

the 658 interviewees, 303 (h6 %) indicatii tut they were heads of house-

males who are heads of households and primary wage earners. Subsequent

discussion in this chapter will treats in some detail, the present

occupation of males and f participating in this study. Such

discussion should reveal some information on the income ran,;-.) status

house...11 :4,3 the primary wage earner and this definition was explained

to each interviewee,. Among the functionally illierate rural families

in Macon Gusty, it may be inferred percentagewise, there are as

many female heads of households who are primary wage earners as there are

of the primary" 74rage earners in this universe.

Information was sought concerning the interviewees' social

security card and this information, while it was useful for identificatitht

purposes, was more meaningful in terms of getting some inAght into

the interviewees knowledge of the value and uze of social security within

the economic system of the society. Five hundred and one (76%) had

social security cards. Of the 478 females who oompleted the interview

edule, 332 (69%) had social security cards while 169 (9h) of the

180 males had social security cards. It must be noted that of the

A

6S8 functional illiterate adults who completed the interview schedule

157 (11 males and 146 females) had no social security,cards. Various

reasons were giTan by the 157 vino had no so,:,.1.1.1. J.:=1urity card as to



why they do not have cards. The females, in particular, pointed out

that their husbands have cards and they do not need them; some said

they have never worked; and still others want to know what good will

it do to have a social security card. In cases where adults were found

without social security cards, the interviewers made the necessary

referrals after informing them of the importance of participating in

the social security program.

Table 2 shows the marital sZatus of the 658 participants

Interviewed.

TABLE 2

Marital Status of 658 Functional Illiterate Adults in
Macon County, Alabama

CIbelblbat AWAR.=Maba.111MAVO

tu ret

ra V 13
O

0
4)

aPt0

k0
P.

Z CO '0
PI
r-I
r-I '

cd
A

0
M
0

b0
0 4

0
CO A 0

Male 130 2

Female 299 6

TOTAL . . 429 8

MIMMOMMINlabl

4X
4)

rr-I 11 Co 0
r1 r-I

O 0 0
ho h0 m 21

if
4zO 0 0 0

1.4 A Ca CO E-P. .....
2 1 6

11 3 24

13 4 30

19 20

83 52

102 72

1.80

478

658

Of the 658 functional illiterate adults, 429 were legally

married and 8 are living in common-law marriage. Two hundred and

twenty-one of the 658 adults are, for some reason, living without a

spouse. Forty-six per cent (102) of those living without a spouse are

either widows or widowers, and 13.6 par cent (30) either left their

spouse or their $pou-;9 left them.
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An effort was made to identify the size of the families contacted

and also the number of persons living in one building. It was found

that families ranged from 3 to 32 in size and it was also found that

there were as many as 27 living in one building. Of these 27 persons,

17 were sixteen years of age or less. The fardly size includes members

(children) of the family who have migrated to other areao, but who still

keep in touch with their parents.

13. EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

The most significant factor in this study is the educational

grade levels of the respondents ard. the many attendant factors which

could have influenced the grade levels reported. Table .3 shows the

grade levels the interviewees reported that they have coripleted.

TABLE 3

Intervieweos Reported Grade Levels Completed

weam

GRADES

4=.1111

SEX 0 3

Male 7 13 11 27 211 20 27 2I 23 14 180

Female 1 18 9 24 42 1a2 108 95 117 22 478

TOTAL.. 8 31 20 51 66 62 135 119 139 26 658

VMMINIIMIr 411.111VEMIM.Mi

; I

Of the 658 participants, 632 (96%) reported that they had

completed the eighth grade or less. Percentagewise, more females went

above the eighth grade than did males. Two and two-tenth per cent of

the 180 males reported that they had completed the 9th grade and 14.6 per

cent of the females reported that t3ley had completed the 9th grade. It

must be noted that 572 or 86.9% of the 658 respondents dropped out of
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school between completion of the 3rd grade and completion of the 8th
grade. It has 'been found in this study and others currently in progress
on Tuskegee Institute's campus that there is little or no relationship

between reported grades completed and actual grade level. It is quite
common to have a person report that he has completed the 12th grade and

when tested with the Gray Oral. Reading Test, his reac.ng grade equiva-
lent may be established as second or third grade. While this study was

aimed at the most illiterate adults subsequent expeviences by the

investigators seen to indicate that the supposeer4 Itigh school graduate

in many instances should be included in the study,

While several other factors uf..11 be examined under edwational
background, the most intriguing and maybe puzzling to the conventional

educator is the number of times a child must transfer before he can
complete high school. Let us examine one case which is still in existence
in Macon County -- children born in the Brownsville community attend
school there until they complete the fourth grades then they are trans-
ferred to Washington Public School, twenty idles from Brownsville where

they complete the sixth grade; again, they are transferred to the Lewis
Adams public School which is twenty-two miles from Brownsville where

they complete the seventh grade and for the final go-a-round: they are
transferred to Tuskegee Institute High School which is twenty miles
from Brownsville where they can start the eighth grade and continue

through the twelfth. In a County with a preponderance of Negroes,

only one Negro school (Macon County Public Training School) is available
where children can go from the first through the twelfth grades. Getting
an education in Macon County today is still rather hazardous, or maybe
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for some exciting because of the series of transfers, but for the adults

with which this study ie concerned, getting an education was more than

hazardous. Recognizing that today, children have free bus transportation
evni.cebalvvonivin4~.

g,ftsaNdi %.,MLAL .A.M.CUM.Y.J.G0 CAAA011i 0.0 uov. uvyay u=.1.116 Ili:111=U WWII 1.4) ULLUM, Tine

problem of getting an education may have been greatly simplified as

compared to their parents. Did functional illiterate adults have free

transportation, textbooks, lunch programs and so forth?

Table 4 shows the responses given relative to transportation.

TABLE 4

Responses Given by interviewees Relative to
Transportation to and from School

Male

S =

Female

TOTAL - .

trans-

portation and seven were taken to school by their parents or guardians.

Eighty-six per cent of the males walked to school and 83 per cent of all

cent had to walk to school. Ninety-one or 13.8 per cent had free

females walked to school. Both sexes were determined to make an effort

but, at the same time, primarily betraen the third and eighth grade,

they had to drop out. As reported by the interviewees, wa3.kIng to school

at the 658 functional illiterate respondents; 554 or 84 per

NA

3

3

A

FREE BUS PFELVATE TRANSP. WALKED TOTAL

71

20

91

5

2

7
1

399

155

554

2111141WMNIMP, .IMININME:==a0

478

658

180

eell

was not the worst thing during the dry seasons of the year, but during

passable. Three hundred and seventy-nine interviewees (57.5%) reported

the renv seasons of the year the roads and/or pathways were often im-

passable.

during the rainy seasons, they could not attend school because the
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roads and pathways were always closed. Table 5 shows the distance the

respondents had to travel to school.

TABLE 5

A t_ L. n_t__n
£2J.J. U ELUZFULIMIUUU UV ounuol

S E X N / A 1 MILE 1 - 3 4 - 6 7 - 9 10 & Mt TOTAL

Male 4 23. 80 53 13 9 180

Female 14 46 248 128 31 21 478

Total 8 67 328 181 44 30 658

Two hundred and filty-five (38%) of the 658 respondents

traveled four to six miles or more to school; thirty of the respondents,

(9 males and 21 females) traveled over ten miles to school. Observing

from Table 4 that 554 of the 658 respondents walked to school and

relating this to the miles traveled, it is little wonder that there

are as many functional illiterates in Macon County, Alabama.

Table 6 shows the number of teachers in schools attended by

the respondents.

TAME 6

Number of Teachers in Schools
Attended by Respondents

pEx N/A 1 2

Male 3 97 41

Female 3 208 109

TOTAL.. 6 305 150

3 - 6 7 -10 11 & OVER TOTAL

11 11 17 180

54 38 66 478

65 149 83 658
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Three hundred and five (46.3%) of the 658 respondents attended

schools that had only one teacher in the school and 150 CT 22.7 per cent

attended schools with only two teachers in the entire school. These

fanfq nemplod 141-1-.11 a nnmplarn-Eivoly ahnnrmal qinr+ snhnnl yoar mama

highly conducive:, for many adults, to drop out of school when they were

youths. School was never challenging t most of the students. Their

teachers were, in many instances, not hie'. school graduates. The

school was a place to congregate not necessarily an institution de-

signed for teaching nor for learning. Table 7 indicates the number of

rooms that were in the schools attended by the respondants.

TABLE 7

Number of Rooms in schools Attended by Respondents

SEX N/A 1 2 3-6'7-10Th & 0 vrat .7ME

Male 3 96 39 13 8 nr.G.. 180

Female 3 203 112 55 36 69

TUTAL.. 6 299 150 68 al 91

:478

658

Forty-five per cent. (299) of the 658 respondents attended one

room schools; 23 per cent (150) attended two-room schools; 31 per cent

(203) attended schools with three or more rooms and one per cent (6)

attended no school or did not respond to the question. Of the 658

participants, 449 or 68 per cent of all the respondents attended on

or two-room schools. One hundred and thirty-five or twenty per cent

of all the respondents attended schools with seven or more rooras. The

135 respondents who attended schools with seven or more rooms were those

living in or near enough to Tuskegee which was the only place in Macon
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Cutinty where seven-room schools were to be found twenty years ago. It
be inferred here that the schools that were available to the parti-

cipants were rather small and limited in space. To determine some of

the conditions under which the respondents attended schools, the investi-

gators sought to determine, among other things, the enrollment of the

sCaools attended by the respondents.

Table 8 snows the enrollment in the schools attended by the

participants.

TABLE 8

Number of Students Enrolled in Schools
Attended by Respondents

1 51. 101 351 201 253. 300
thru thru thru thru thru thru &

SEX li/A UNKNOWN 50 100 150 200 250 300 Over TOTAL

Male 3 15 35 70 23 6 1 5 22 180

Female 3 54 62 189 55 27 8 23. 59 478

T01'AL. 6 69 97 259 78 33 9 25 81 658
1 I ME 1 12 1 I IM I 1

It can be observed from Table 8 that 259 or 39 per cent of

all respondents attended schools in which there were 51 to 100 enrollees

and 97 or 14 per cent attended schools in which there were 1 to 50

enrollees. Two hundred and twenty-six or 34 per cent attended schools

having 101 or more enrollees. Twelve per cent of all male and female

respondents attended schools with 301 or more enrollees. Sixty-nine

of the respondents did not know what the enrollment was in their schools.

An analysis of Table 7 revealed that 449 of the 658 respondents attended

one or two-room schools; in Table 8, it is indicated that 356 of the

658 participants attended schools 'aaving one to one hundred enrollees.
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One may infer that in most instances, the schools were miserably over-

crowded. Overcrowded schools are among the major problems yet to be

solved by school administrators and educators in Macon County, Alabama

up to this time.

Four hundred and eighty-three or 73 per cent of the 658

respondents indicated that their schools had wood heaters; 102 or 15

per cent indicated that their schools had coal heaters and the rest,

where applicable, had fire places or central heating. -There are no

more wood heaters in the rural schools of Macon County, only coal

heaters. The fuel for heating the schools was supplied from various

sources; 213 of the respondents indicated that the County provided the

fuel; 292 indicated that members of the community provided and brought

fuel to the schools; 140 indicated that the pupils provided their own

fuel, and 13 indicated that their teachers provided the fuel that

heated their schools. Surprisingly though it may appear, the County

provided heating for schools that were attended by 32 per cent of the

respondents. Among the interesting experiences of one of the interviewers

wa the answer given to her query about the adequacy of the heating for

the school This school, in particular, is a two-room, two-teacher

school with an enrollment of 95. The principal, emphatically, stated

that although the one coal heater is inadequate, it makes the school

building much warmer than the children's homes; in the circumstances,

attendance during the winter months is always very good. What the

heating conditions were in this very school twenty years ago can only

be imagined as told by the respondents who attended that very school.
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Of the 180 males interviewed, 27 or 18 per cent indicated that

they got free textbooks while they were in school and 114 females or

24 per cent of the 478 interviewed indicated that they got free textbooks

while they were in school; therefore, of the 658 respondents, 21 per

cent were provided with free textbooks while they were in school. The

Investigators received no information as to how the other 79 per ccvt

of the respondents got their textbooks,

One hundred and three or 15 per cent of the 658 respondents

indicated that they attended schools in which there were hot lunch programs.

Table 9 indicates how the fez,ale respondents got lunch while attending

school and the reported grades they completed. The investigators were

assuming here that hunger may have been a primary reason why the

respondents dropped out of school.

TABLE 9

Means through which Female Respondents were Fed
when they Attended School and Grades Completed

Free Brought Went
Grade Hot Hot Lunch Hone Ate at Did
222R. N/A Lunch Lundh. Box For a Store Withcmt Total

0 1 1

1 3 1 13 1 18

2 9 9

3 1 3J

4 7

5 3 5

6 1 4 5

20

35

33

94

1

2 1 1

24

42

42

108



TABLE 9 (continued)

Free Brought
Grade Hot Hot Lunch
Comp. N/A Lunch Lunch Box

7 1 14 10 76

8 3 7 31 75

9 1 1 3 13

TOTAL 9 21 64 369

Went
Home
For

Ate at
a Store

Did
Without

1 1 2

1

1 3
41111111/1

5 2, 8

Total

95

117

22

1478

23

Of the 1478 females, 369 or 77 :per cent carried lunch to

school; 614 or 13 per cent bought hot lunch; 21 or four per cent got free

lunch; 8 went through the day without lunch; 5 went home for lunch and

2 ate at a nearby store.ring Table 9, the means in which the

respondents were fed while they were in school may have been a priraary

factor which enhances dropouts. For example, 21 of the 1478 female

respondents got free hot lunch; 8 or 38 per cent of these 21 completed

the 8th grade or better; 614 of the 478 bought hot lunch; 314 or 53 per

cent of the 614 finished the 8th grade or better; 369 of the 1478 females

carried lunch to school; 88 or 23 per cent of the 369 finished the

eighth grade or better. Percentagewise, more female adults (77%)

who had to carry lunch to school dropped out between grades 8 and 9

than female adults who either bought hot lunch 047%) in school or gryt

free hot lunch (62%) while they were in school. Pe . tagewise, more

than twice the number who bought hot lunch in sch finished the 8th

and 9th grades as compared to those who carried lunch to school. The

probabilities are that the lunch they carried to school was not much

of a lunch. Regardless of how bad or good the lunch pr grams were, the
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fact is that 139 or 29 per cent of the 1478 female respondents completed

the eighth grade or better.

Table 10 shows the means through which male respondents were

fed when they attended school and grades completed,

TABLE 10

Means through which Male Respondents were Fed
when they Attended School and Grades Completed

Free Brought ifen
Grade Hot Hot Lunch Horne Ate at Did
Cam . N/A Lunch Lunch Box For a Store Without Total

5 1 70

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

0

2 3 7 1 13

1

eNNWIM

TOTAL 14

11

26

2 20

1 1 17

3 23

4 20

2 18 1

2 .SIMIIIID MEMO

1. 15 1149 2

X,ANIMIMOMMIN111...10.-

31

1 27

1 24

1 20

1 27

24

1 1. 23. 2 4aw
3 6 180

,MIIIIMINIIMMAIIMERW.=111=1121=11M1

Only thi ae categories here worth. mentioring, 1149 or 83.rer

cent of the male respondents took lurch to school; 15 or 8 per cent

bought hot lunch and 6 or 3 per cent went through the day without

lunch. Only one of the male respondents had a free hot lunch program

in his school and peculiar enough, he completed only the fifth grade.
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carried some form of lunch to schol; 79 or 12 per cent bought hot lunch;

25

Fifteen per cent (27) of all males interviewed completed the 8th grade

or better.

Of the 658 functional illiterate adults, 518 or 78 per cent

l

and quality

programs, and hot lunches which were purchased by the students,

of the lunches that were carried to the schools, free hot

the investigators must remain dubious as to whether poor food and/or

the lack of good food was a contributing factor to school dropouts, in

the first instance and subsequently illiterate adults. The fact is,

22 or 3 per cent got free hot lunch; and it or 2 per cent had no lunch

while they were attending school. Until more is known about the kinds

regardless of what the lunch program was, 166 or 25 per cent of the

658 functional illiterates interviewed completed the 8th or 9% grade

and 75 per cent have completed 7th through zero grades.

Of the 658 respondents, 27 (9 males and 18 females) indicated

that they had problems with their teachers; however, none gave this as

a reason for their dropping out of school. Subsequently the reasons

given by the respondents as to why they dropped out of school or never

attended school will be discussed.

The evidence, up to this point, is not entirely suggestive that

the respondents had optimum conditions under which to attend schools;

rather, it would seem to suggest that the respondents were making an

effort 4airst all possible odds to get an education. Information was

sought as to the annual amount spent by the parents of the respondents

while they were in school. Tele 11 indicates the annual amount spent

for education on the female respondents by their parents and the grades
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completed by the respondents.

TABLE .11

Annual Amount Spent for Education of Female Respondents by
Parents and Grades Completed by Respondents

$15 $10 $5 Less
Grade $20 & thru thru thru than Not
2222.1 Over $19 $14 $9 $5 Given Notbin; Total

0 1 1

1 1 1 5 3 3 5 18

2 14 3 2 9

3 1 2 17 2 2 24

4 5 7 19 7 4 42

5 1 14 14 9 7 7 42

6 2 2 10 24 37 24 9 108

7 2 1 6 214 36 20 6 95

8 16 10 19 25 28 14 5 117

9 2 3 1 2 4 7 3 22

TOTAL 24 16 47 104 157 87 43 478

One hundred and fifty-seven or 33 per cent of the 478 female

respondents indicated that their parents spent less than five dollars

($5) per year for their (respondents) education; 104 or 22 per cent indi-

cated that their parents spent five to nine dollars ($5-$9) annually

for their education and 43 or 9 per cent of the female respondents indi-

cated that their parents spent nothing for their education. Percentage-

wise, the more the parents were able to spend on the female respondents,

the longer they were able to stay in school. For example, 83 per cent
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of the female respondents whose parents spent over $20 per year for

their education, completed the 7th grade or above: 87 per cent of

those whose parents spent fifteen to nineteen dollars ($15-$19) per

vear for their education. completed the 7th grade or above. and 32 per

cent whose parents spent nothing on them completed the 7th grade or

above. Parents who spent from $15 to $19 annually for their female

children's education had 44% more of them finishingjth through _9th

grades than did parents who spent less than five dollars ($5) annually.

Even though the amount spent was relatively small, the figures reveal

that there is a positive correlation between the amount spent annually

for education by the respondents parents and the grades completed by

the respondents.

The implications here are far-reaching; the County Govern-

ment exerted little effort in meeting the educational needs of the

majority group and the majority group had absolutely no voice in the

Government of the County. Since that time, the situation has changed

significantly in one direction; now the majority group in the County

has a voice in the government but the results of their voice cannot be

accurately and objectiv4y evaluated. Time and the events of time

within the framework of the democratic process must be permitted to have

its course.

Table 12 indicates the annual amount spent for education on the

male respondents by their parents and the grades completed by the

respondents.

TABLE 12



TABLE 12 (continued)

Annual Amount Spent for Education of Male Respondents
by their Parents and Grades Completed by Respondents

Grade
isla

0

1

2

3

4

5

$20 &
$15
thrii

$10
thra

Over $19 $14

2 1

2

1 1

2

$5 Less
thru than
$9 $5

1

Not
Given Nothing

4 2

2 3 3 2

3 5 2 1

4 11 8 1
4.

28

Total

7

13

13.

27.

3 15 4 24

3 9 2 4 20

6 1 6 13 5 2 27

7 1 3 8 8 2 2 24

8 3 4 13

9 1
IMMO

2

TOTAL.. 5 5 12 33 78 32 15

23

180

It may be observed from Table 12 that 78 or 43 per cent of all

male respondents had less than five dollars spent annually for their

educational needs; 33 or ia per cent had from five to nine dollars

spent and 15 or 8 pe: cent indicated that nothing was spent by their

parents to meet their educationri needs. The pattern among the male

respondents in terms of the financial aid they received from their

parents while they were in school is similar to that of the female

respondents. The une very important fact among the females remained

constant among the females -- the more money that was spent by the

parents, the longer the respondents stayed in school.
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The respondents were asked ifaat were the chief reasons why

they stopped attending bchool. Table 13 indicates the chief reasons

given by the female responwaits as to why they stopped attending

school.

TABLE 13

Chief Reasons Female Respondents Stopped Attending
School and Grades Completed

GRADES

REASON 0 1 2 3 14 5 6 7 8 9 Total

N/A 2 2

Health 1 1 3 2 2 5 14 3 21

Economic 1 8 7 11 18 18 32 26 .40 6 167

Parents Died 1 3 2 1 5 2 16

Finished
Local School 1 1 17 9 7 1 36

Got Married 6 6 5 214 21 28 6 96

Uninterested
Step Parents
or Guardian

Lost Interest

Got Arrested

Got Pregnant

OTHERS

TOTAL. . . . 1

1

1

1

3

18

1

1

9

1

1

1

214

1 1 5 2 1 1 13

3 6 3.5 12 12 2 52

1 1 2

3 2 1 7 13 28

4 5 11 8 9 3 145

12 142 108 95 117 22 478
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According to 'uhe female respondents, 167 or 35 per cent stopped

attending school for eclnomic reasons. One hundred and twenty -one or

72 ner cent of the 167 completed the seventh grade or less. At grade 8,

rore female respondents dro...ped cut for economic reasons (10) than in

any other grade. Ninety-six or 20 per cent dropped out of school ttc get

married. Twenty- eight or 29 per cent of the 96 females who dropped out

of school to get married had completed the eighth grade or less; the

bulk of them, however, (62) dropped out between the 3rd and 7th grades.

The reader should not be surprised that girls dropped out of school at

the third grade to get married because several reported that they were

over fourteen years of age when they first attended school. It should

be noted that 28 of the female respondents dropped out of school be-

cause of pregnancy and one of these repored that she became pregnant

in the first grade. This surprisingly was easily validated because

she had reached the age of puberty approximately two years before she

first attended school. Fifty-two or eleven per cent dropped out of

school because they lost interet.; one of the female respondents lost

interest in the first grade but the majority (39) lost interest from

the 6th through the 8th grade. The implications here are that the

39 respondents may haVe been rescued from the ranks of the illiterates

if they were challenged with qualified teachers and interesting subject

matter. Thirty-six or 7 per cent a the respondents dropped out of

school because they had finished the local school and had no means of

transportation to another school. if transportation had been available

for these 36 respondents to attend other schools, they too, might have

been rescued from the ranks of the functional illiterates. Further



observation revealed that these 36 dropped ont at grades which world

seem to suggest that there were terminal school -s for all the grades from

4th grade up through the 9th. As indicated earlier, there is still at

least one public school in Mattnn Onnnty; alniumin +.arrninntcso If

the fourth grade. There is evidence as given by the respondents and

relics of several old school buildings which seem to verify the fact

that there were several terminal schools in Macon County over the last

thirty years. Table 14 indicates the chief reason given by-the male

respondents as to why they stopped attending school.

TABLE 14

Chief Reasons Bale Respondents Stopped Attending
School and Grades Completed

REASON

N/A

Health

Economic

Parents Died

Finished
Local School

Got Married

0 1

1 2

1 1

4 7

Uninterested
Step Parents
or Guardian 1

Lost interest

Got Arrested

OTHERS _

TOTAL. 7

CillrlynriraMMMA=MMOMMIROMMMMMEMMWM4 v\

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9, Total.

3

1 1 3 1 8

9 22 20 17 17 16 14 3 129

2 1 1 1 5

1 1

1 1

1 1 1 1

2

13 11 27 24

1 2 2 2 1 8

3

1 2 6

2 3 2 11

1 1

1 3 6. OM OM OM

20 27 24 23 4 180
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One hundred and twenty-nine or 72 per cent the one hundred

and eighty male respondents stopped attending school because of economic

reasons; eleven or six per cent lost interest; 8 or 1 per cent finished

8:.1,.00l and eight or four per cent stopped attending school because

of poor health. As may be observed from Tables 13 and lii, economic

reasons were the chief caunes of school drop outs and consequent

illiteracy; however, other attendant factors given by the respondents

could be responsible for several hundred drop outs in the County and

should not be given any less consideration.

The foregoing section has treated, in some detail, the

educational background of the 658 functional illiterates interviewed.

The information has, thus far, given an insight into how people who

are innocent of their arrival into a given community or region, for

that matter, can be effectively lonlitined fiat° accepting ignorance,

subservience, and poverty,

As was uncoverk4 in many instances by the team of interviewers,

local businessmen, landlords and employers who are one and the same

person in many cases pre3° on the ignorance of their captive audiences

(the illiterates) by freely opening charge accounts for them. They

make night deliveries of groceries to them in what is commonly known

as the rolling store. The illiterates never knew how much they owed

and they were always behind in paying; several have related their

experiences of paying for a television set. or radio set and only

owing two payments on it when it was repossessed. The truth of these

experiences cannot, be validated since the bookkeeping is only done at

one end of the continuum; however, some of the most enticing articles
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used (television and radio) to trap the illiterate into a never ending

charge account turned out to be the most powerful instruments in

enlightening him. Television in particular, and the news casts from

the national networks IlAve done more to gunge the illiterate prirsmnIn

concept of himself and his role in his society than any other single

mass communication media. From the interviewers point of view, a spark

has been lighted among the illiterates and only education can keep it

burning away at the destructive forces of ignorance. The point here

is that the exploiter has put into the hands of the exploited the tools

which have begun to obliterate the exploiter.

C. THE CHANGING EDUCATICOAL ASPIRATIONS OF THE FUNCTIONAL ILLITERATE

One may think that functional illiterate persons are hopeless

after reaching certain ages and have lived within one environment all of

their lives. This is not true now even though there is evidence that this

was true ten to twenty years ago. They have hopes and expectations, and

several, as will be indicated in Table 15 wish to improve their station

in life. Firstly, all respondents were asked, would you go back to school

if you had the opportunity to do so?

TABLE 15

Responses Received from Female Respondents as
to their Desire to go Back to School and their

Age Range

AGE
RANGE

15 -- 24

N/A YES

1 12

NO TOTAL

43



AGE
RANGE

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 & over

1

1

1

TOTAL . . 4

314

TABLE 15 (continued)

YES NO TOTAL

64 3 67

102 2 104

95 2 98

87 7 95

62 8 . 71

452 22 478

Four hundred and fifty -two or 95 per cent of the female

respondents indicated that they would go back to school if they had a

chance to do so. It is pathetic, yet interesting to note that 87 per

cent of all females 65 year of age and older indicated that they would

go back to school if they had a chance to do so. Age is not a limiting

factor in their desire to go back to school. In one of the experi-

mental teaching classes, both a mother and her son were enrolled, their

ages being 84 and 63 respectively. If all the persons who wanted an

opportunity to go back to school should get it thousands of Negroes

in Mama County who are now "underemployed" or "unemployed" would be

enrolled in adult schools. Table 16 indicates the responses received

from female respondents as to their desire to go back to school and the

range of their ages.

TABLE 3.6

Responses Received from Female Respondents as to
Desire to go Back to School and their Age Range
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'TABLE 16 (continued)

cuaeanl7

AGE
RANGE N/A YES NO TOTAL

15 - 24 16 16

25- 34 9 9

35 44

45 54

55 6)4

65 et over

TOTAL . . .

1 22 1 214

31 2 33

1 44 2 147

1 46 4 51

3 168 9 180

C11111=1,

One hundred and sixty-eight or 93 per cent of all male

respondents indicated that they would go back to school if they had a

chance to do so. Ninety per cent of all males sixty-five years of

age and older indicated that they would go back to school if they had

a chance to do so. One hundred per cent of all male respondents

15 - 34 years of age indicated that they would go back to school if

they had a chance to do so. There is no doubt in the investigator's

mind that all respondents, males and females, have recognized that their

world is hostile and hazardous to live in primarily because they

(respondents) are illiterate. Secondly, an effort was made to identify

the respondents interests in terms of what they would want to learn.

Table 17 indicates what the female respondents say they want to learn

most when they go back to school. The rationale here was to get the

respondents to asst in identifying their most urgent educational needs.



TABLE 17

Responseb Received from Female Respondents as to
what they want to Learn Most

AGE NOT READING,
RANGE GIVEN WRITING & ARITHMETIC TRADE TOTAL

15 . 24 3 34 6 43

25 - 34 3 49 15 67

35 - 44 6 89 9 104

45 - 54 9 79 10 98

7o 9 95
ffff
dd - Lv4

4.0
I. -a t

65 & over 14 51 6 71

TOTAL . . . 51 372 55 478

.1=m11=12MMENG,
4111IMM .11211Mir

Three hundred and seventy-two or 78 per cent of all female

respondents indicated that they wanted to learn how to read, write, and

do arithmetic more than anything else. The implications here are

tremendously important. The respondents have recognized -through years

of hardships and economic deprivation that being able to read, write

and calculate is not a luxury but is a function of everyday living.

Fifty-five or 12 per cent of the female respondents said they

wanted to learn a trade. Among the fifty-five females are six who are

65 years of age or older. Fifty-one or 11 per cent of the females did

not indicate what they wanted to learn most if and when they had an

opportunity to go back to school.
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Table 18 indicates the responses received from female

respondents as to what they want to learn most.

TABLE 18

RAAponsAs finneived from Female Respondents

as to what they want to learn Most

AGE
RANGE

15 - 24

25 .34

35 - 1414

145 - 514

55 - 614

65 & over

TOTAL . . .

NOT
GIVEN WRITING, & AanwiEric TRADE TOTAL

1 11 14 16

5 14 19

2 15 7 2/4

2 26 5 33

3 39 5 47

6 143 2 51

114 139 27 180

READING

One hundred and thirty-nine or 77. per cent of all male

respondents indicated that they wanted to learn to read, write and

calculate more thez, anything else. Twenty-seven or 15 per cent want

to learn a trade most and lit or 7 per cent did not indicate what they

want to learn most. Of the 658 respondents, 511 or 78 per cent indi-

cated that they want to learn how to read, write and calculate more than

anything else, 65 or 10 per cent did not tell what they wanted to learn

most and 82 or 12 per cent indicated that they wanted to learn a trade

more than anything else.

It may be observed from Table 3 on page 15 that 266 of the

respondents had finished the eighth grade or above. The investigators
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had assumed that persons with eight years and more of formal education

should be able to function effectively and intelligently within their

rural environments. This assumption must have been wrong because some

of these persons who bawl nnmplptpri firntio mind m'hnlm /1.°-o-

indicated that they wanteld to go back to school to learn to read, write

and do arithmetic. The functional illiterate person is aware that while

he was a victim of "social promotion" in the classroom, a student of

unqualified teachers and most serious of all he was the victim of a

system which predetermined his potentialities. The term "social

promotion" refers to the policy in schools which passes or promotes
fr,

all who, were enrolled in a particular grade to the next with no regard

to how poorly they achieve. Being a victim of all these unfortunate

cii umstances, tile vehicles through which he could emerge from his

dilemma were non-existent and the functional illiterate has accounted

for what is commonly known in the affluent society as the "culturally

deprived".

The respondents were probed to determine if all they wanted

to do was really just to be able to read, write, and do arithmetic.

The object behind the probe was to determine if all they wanted was to

become literate cotton pickers, share croppers, loggers, etc. The in-

vestigators were satisfied with evidence from preliminary studies that

literacy is not a counterpart of share cropping, critton picking, logging,

etc. to be literate is the first and most fundamental disqualifying

factor from anyone of the occupations mentioned. This statement is

particularly true in Macon County, therefore to improve the literacy

1
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levels of people without providing compensating occupational levels

would not only disrupt employer-employee relationship but would be

suicidal economically for those that are already poor. As literacy

levels are raised therefore saleable skills must also be taught to

those who have improved their literacy levels. Having this information

at hand, all respondents were asked to indicate the trade or skill which

they would want to learn most. This question as it was asked turned

out to be a very important one because many of the functional illiterates

think that school, as it is known today, is a place where only reading,

writing and arithmetic is taught. Table 19 indicates the trade choices

of all female respondents and their age range.

TAME 19

Choices and Ages of Female Respondents

TRADE CHOICE

None

Nurse's Aide 21

Beautician = 3

, Typing 7

Seamstress 6

Cooking 1

Mechanic

Meat Processing

Welding

Plumbing

AGE GROUPS
1 2 3
thru thru thru thru thru and

over TOTAL

1 4 5 15 24 49

22 37 24 16 9 129

12 9

9 4 1 2 1

18 39 56 45 23 187

2 4 3 5 5 20

1

1 1

1 1 2

24 34 44 54 64

1
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TABLE 19 (continued)

AGE GROUPS

thru thru thru thru thru and
TRADE MICE 24 34 54 64 over TOTAL

Other 3 2 7 9 11 8 4o

TOTAL . . 43 67 104 98 95 71 478

Forty-nine or 10 per cent of the 478 females gave no indica-

tion as to their trade choice, however 39 of the forty-nine were

fifty-five years old and older. Age seems to have been a factor in

the decision taken by some of those who had no trade choice. The two

most popular trade choices among the females were seamstress (187)

and nurses's aide (129). These trade choices in themselves tell a

story -- the Veterans Administration Hospital is located in Tuskegee:

Macon County and several Negroes work: there as nurses's aides and they

have economic status if no intellectual status, the seamstress as seen

through the eyes of the functional illiterate female in Fla.:on County

is her own boss and she determines in part how much money she earns by

charging her customers so much for making their dresses. The community

seamstress like the nurse's aide that is employed at the hospital has

some form of economic security; in addition, by virtue of her many con-

tacts, she is a community or local leader. Traditionally9 mechanics,

plumbers, and welders were considered skills exclusively practiced by

men but four women have chosen these skills. Of the 1010 women that

would like to be welders, one is between 55 to 64 years old and the

other is 65 years old or older. As of this time, the investigators

cannot rationally or objectively determine the thinxing and/or past
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experiences of these t. females why they would want to be welders

in the "mic-afternoon or twilight" of their productive years. Probably,

the important thing to bear in mind here is that four hundred and

twenty-nine of the four hundred and seventy-eight females want to train

in some salable skills and as of now the facilities for training are not

available to therrli. Table 20 indicates the trade choices of all male

respondents and their ages.

TAME 20

Trade Choices and Ages of Male hespondents Age Groups

AGE GROUPS
15 25 35 45 55 65
thru thru thru thru thru and

TRADE CHOICE 94 34 144 54 64 over TOTAL

None 2 7 19 28

Carpentry 2 3 9 13. 8 33

Brick Masonry 6 3 3 5 4) 2 23

Barbering 1 1 2

Nurse's Aide 2 1 3

Typing 1 1

Tailoring 1 2 3

Cooking 1 1

Mechanic 6 5 10 3 8 9 . 41

Meat Processing 1 1 2

Electricity 2 1 1 4

Welding 1 1 2

Plumbing 1 1 2

Other 1 1 2 9 11 11 35

TOTAL 16 9 24 33 47 51 180
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Of the 180 male respondents, 28 or 15 per cent had no trade

choices. It is evident here that age was a factor in their decision

because 26 of the 28 who had no trade choices are 55 years ',1d and older

/1 441m, he --%ray aze uv14een auu 74 -aredxS .:pie unree most popu-

lar trade choices were mechanics, carpentry, and brickmasonry. Seven-

teen of the 41 males who selected mechanics to be trained in were 55

years old and older. Thirty-two of the 51 males who were 65 years

or older chose some skill in which they would like to ba trained; for

them, age is not a factor in choosing a skill they are, however, too
.

aivanced in age to be taught that age is a limiting factor in performing

certain skills.

Of the 658 female and male respondents, only seventy-seven

did not want to learn some sort of skill, and 43 of the 77 were sixty-

five years of age or older.

The data have revealed, up to this point, that 571 or 87

per cent of all the respondents want to learn, a trade, Since facilties

to teach the many skills chosen by the respondents are very limited in

Macon County and the communities within the county, the respondents were

asked: Are you willing to leave home to learn a trade? Table 21 indi-

cates the females, responses and their ages.

TABLE 23.

Female Responses as to Their Willingness to Leave Home
to Learn a Trade and their Ages

AGE

15 - 24

25 -34

YES

27

36

NO

16

31

TOTAL

43

67



AGE

35 - 44

45 - q4

55 - 64

65 & over

TOTAL

TABLE 21 (continued)

YES

43

19

13

2

160

NO TOTAL

61 104

K9 98

82

69

318

95

71

478

143

Three hundred and eighteen or 67 per cent of all females

interviewed indicated that they will r't leave their homes to learn a

trade. Forty-six per cent of all females (478) 54 years of age and

younger indicated that they were willing to leave home to go and learn

a trade. Table 22 indicates the males' responses and their ages.

TABLE 22

Male Responses as to Their Willingness to Leave Home to
Learn a Trade and Their Ages

AGE

15 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

YES

16

7

19

45 - 54 16

55 - 64 19

65 & over 4

TOTAL . 81

NO

2

5

17

28

47

99

TOTAL

16

9

24

3.3

51

3.80
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Eighty-one or 45 per cent of the 180 males interviewed, indi-

cated that they are willing to leave home to learn a trade. Fifty-

eight or 72 per cent of the 81 respondents are from 15 to 54 years of

age and one hundred per cent (16) of all male respondents, 15 through

24, indicated that they will leave home to go and learn a trade.

Percentagewise, more males (45 per cent) than females (33

per cent) indicated that they will leave home to learn a trade. Indi-

cations are from this and other studies that Negro females in Macon County

are desperately in need of training; yet, relatively few are willing

to leave home to get the training they need. The implications here are

numerous and must be clearly understood before the situation can be

objectively judged. Firstly, the Negro female is the anchor person in

the family; she is responsible for taking care of the children, grand-

children and maybe one or two old folks who cannot move about. She is

also responsible for growing the home garden which is a very important

entity in the family's food program and most important, the Negro female

in Macon County, Alabama mast always be around to make decisions on all

matters affecting the male (husband) whether he is there or not. In

essence, she is the head of the household who care _es every imaginable

responsibility including that of primary wage earner. In the light of

the foregoing discussion, the Negro female in Macon County, Alabama is

faced with a difficult decision to make when she is offered training

away from home.



There is no doubt that she is in need of training but the

many inhibiting factors surrounding her life must first be removed

before she can confidently accept the opportunity to change.

n, nn('.upATTng ANTI Ti ingivirrn grPATITS pv.qPriNnwrs

It is quite conceivable that illiteracy is a by-product of

poverty or vice versa, whichever it is, there is a positive relationship

between illiteracy and poverty. 'Recognizing this fact, the investigators

sought to identify the occupation and economic status of the respondents.

Table 23 indicates the occupation of the respondents and their sex.

TABLE 23

Occupation and Sex of Respondents
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Male it 93 26 5 11 22 9 180

Female 28 104 11 55 17 31 222 10 478

TOTAL . . 42 197 37 60 28 53 222 19 658

Of the 658 respondents, 197 or 30 per cent were farmers;

222, all of whom were females or 34 per cent were housewives and 28 or

four per cent were unemployed. The top wages for the domestic worker

was $17.50 per week with some fringe benefits such as free meals and

a half-day off on Saturdays or Sundays. The bottom of the wage scale

for the domestic worker was $5.00 per week but with more fringe benefits.
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In the "Society an Community" the $5.00 per week domestic generally

has a husband or a male companion who works on her employers farm or at

the saw mill. The ones who work on the farm are generally paid as much

MQ $5,nn pnr anir 11.prim min np -En min anwn -Ehoy. nrn rb 144-1-.h

free housing. Some workers receive daily wages as low as $2.00 per

day when work is available. Note here, the female is paid MOO per week

and the male companion who works on the farm gets $5.00 per day (6 days

a week), totalling $35.00 per week, but then they have a free house.

The condition of the house is another matter and will be discussed in

Chapter VI, In this sane community "Society Hill" there is a saw mill

and employees are paid as much as $60.00 per week, but then the owners

of the saw mill own the combination grocery and dry goods or "general"

store. Purchasing at this store is a pre-requisite to keeping a job at

the mill. Prices at the "general" store are generally a little higher

than anywhere else in the County and the accounts, of course, are kept

only by the store owners. Employment among this group of people, and

in general, the functional illiterate in Macon County, Alabama should

not be interpreted to mean that they are equitably reimbursed for

services rendered; they are only partially reimbursed for services

rendered. As a result of these imbalances between labor and wages, the

economic status of the respondents are deplorable. Table 24 indicates

the annual income of the female respondents and their occupation.

TAME 24

Annual Income of Female Respondents
and their Occupation
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TABLE 24 (continued)

$2000 $1500 - $1000 $500 - Less than
Occupation & over $1999 - $1499 $999 $500 Total

Farm Labor 2 4 1 5

Farming 5 17 18 10

Non-Farm
Labor

Domestic
Work 3 4

3 1 6

Unemployed

Retired

Housewife Only

Other

TOTAL . . .

2 1

2 1

18 4

=WWI
2

35 34

19 12

1

1

15 9. 5

16 28

54 104

1 11

17 55

13 17

27 31

176 222

3 lo

60 49 307 478

Three hundred and seven or 64 per cent of all female respondents

indicated that they earned less than $500 annually. Of these 307

females, 176 were housewives and 54 were farmers. Only 35 or 7 per cent

of all female respondents indicated that their annual income was above

$2,000 and 18 or 51 per cent, of the 35 who had income above $2,000 are

housewives. One hundred and four or 22 per cent of all female respon-

dents are farmers and 64 or 62 per cent of female respondents who

are farmers have an annual income of $999 or less. Farming in the

econorreA! sense is a meaningless endeavor for those who say they are

pnrmc,r harry; prnvimng billisehrod fond pprimis

of the year, farming as it is done by the respondents serves as a device

to get them further into debt. Four hundred and nine or 86 per cent of

all female respondents have an annual income of $1,499 or less. The
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most unfortunate thing about their condition was that they recognized

their poverty and the many things of which they are deprived but they

could not do anything about it. Table 25 indicates the annual income

of the male respondents and their occupation.

TABLE 25

Annual Income of Male lix-7ondents
and their Occupation

2222Bstion

$2000 $1500 $1000
and to to

over $1999 $1499

Farm Labor 3 1

Farming 17 13

Non-Farm
Labor 13 4

Domestic
Work 2 1J.

Unemployed

Retired

Other

TOTAL

1

$500 Less
to than

$999 $500 Total

2 1

25 12

2

1
4. ,.

1

1 ,

7 14

24 96

2 26

5

6. 7

21 23

43 25 33 18 61 180

Sixty-one or 34 per cent of all male respondents indicated

that their annual earnin: was :less than $500; of these 61 respondents,

24 are farmers and 21 are retired. Ninety-six or fifty-three per cent

P csnipm^ esftm nimA1114:4.1.0 C 1.7.td V1JAAV....166 V 10 COM. Vo 411%#.1. V %A.11.11J/
'70 ^v. AO rtek,o news+ rvf" 441ch melek

respondents who said they are farmers indicated that their annual income

is under $2,000. Forty-three or 23 per cent of the 180 male respondents

had annual income of over $2,000 and 13 of these were involved in non-farm
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labcr. Percentagewise, as would be expected, there are more males who

have annual incomes of over $2,000 than there arG females. The entire

economic situation of the respondents was, however, very deplorable.

When family s-;_ze was tAkpr intn onngiaprn+inn along with ^ther factors,

there is not one of all the respondents who was not culturally deprived.

Within this economic dilemma, the investigators sought to determine what

help, if any, were the respondents getting via welfare funds. Welfare

funds in Macon County are handled by the Department of Pensions and

Securities. Table 26 indicates the responses received firm the female

respondents as to whether they were receiving_ public financial assist-

ance from the Department of Pensions and Securities.

TABLE 26
Responses Received from Female Respondents Regarding

Public Financial Assistance and Their Pre'ent Occupation

Occupation

Farm Labor

Farming

Non-Farm Labor

Domestic Work

Unemployed

Retired

Housewife Only

Other

TOTAL

YesC No Total

4 24

6 98 104

28

11

1 54

6 11

17

19

51

203

9

427

11

55

17

31

222

10

478

Fifty-one of all female respondents or 11 per cent of the
.

478 female respondents were receiving some form of E lic financial
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assistance from the Macon County Department of Pensions and Securities.

Of these fifty-one, 14 were retired and nineteen were housewives. Table

27 indicates the responses received from male respondents as to whether

-hey were receiving from +.1-16:114nonn Connty

Departmeit of Pensions and Securities.

TABLE 27

Responses Received from Male Respondents Regarding
Public Financial Assistance and Their Present Occupation

Occupation Yes

Farm Labor

Farming 8

pion -Farm Labor 3

Domestic Work

Unemployed 1

Retired 10

Other a
TOTAL . 22

==.15.

11111111111111111111111M

:go Total

14 114

88 96

23 26

5 5

6

13 23

9 9

158 180

Of the 180 male respondents, 22 or 12 per cent were receiving

some form of public financial assistance from the Macon County Depart-

ment of Pensions and Securities. Of these 22 respondents ten were

retired and eight were farmers.

The evidence is sommhat inconclusive but as a result of re-

peated discussions with the respondents the interviewers were led to

believe that welfare funds in Macon County were not being given to the
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most needy families. Additionally, some families indicated that

"strings" were attached to their getting welfare funds. Whether the

families wc.ee wrong or right; the fact is that significant changes have

taken place In disbursing welfare funds. These changes have included

more of the needy families although there are several families in the

County that could be benefited by welfare funds.

The economic status of the functional illiterate in the

county is probably as bad as the poorest throughout the country; how-

ever, these people have hope at this time that they did not have when

this project began. They see clearly the intentions of the Federal

Government and the County Government even though the State Government

might be belligerent towards programs designed to improve the masses.

It is evident that in the relatively near future, the net annual income

of all residents in Macon County will be increased and wages will be

more in line with services rendered.

E. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND CIVIC PARTICIPATION

Every effort was made by the investigators to find out the

extent to which the respondents involved themselves in comiuunity

affairs. The data seem to indicate that most community activities

revolved around the churches and in general involvement in church

activities was the only type of community involvement that was

available to the functional illiterates in Macon County, Alabama. This

study was not designed to interfere or infringe upon anyone's religious

frecdam; however, it uas felt that ir-PonT-tion about the functional

illiterate's religious activities might give some insight into their

crerall mode of existence. Of the 658 respondents, 632 are members of
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churches; 26 (16 females, males) have no membership in any church.

The Baptist and the Methodist are the religious denominations to which

over ninety-five per cent of the respondents belong. It was of interest

to note how these churches were maintained economically. The respondents

were asked about how much in terms of cash they contributed annmally to

the church. Table 28 indicates the marital status of the female respon-

dents and the amount contributed annually to the church.

TABLE 28

Marital Status of Female Respondents and Annual
Contribution to the Church

Marital Status $15 & $12 $9 $6 $3 Less Nothing Total
over to to to to than

$14 $11 $8 $5 $3

Married

OIMMOINOMMIIIIO

225 30 11 9 5 5 114 299

Common Law
Marriage 2 2 1

Legally
Divoiced 7 2 1 1

1 6

11

Legally
Separated 1 1 1 3

Separated 14 2 2 3 2 1 24

Widowed 51 11 8 7 4 2 83

Single 27 6 3 2 5 9 52

TOTAL 327 52 27 23 16 5 28 478

Three hundred and twenty-seven or.68 per cent of all female

respondents indicated that they contributed over $15.00 per year to the

church; 123 or 26 per cant contributed from one to 12 dollars annually

and 28 or 6 per cent of the four hundred and seventy-eight female
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respondents contribute nothing in terms of cash to the church. Ninety-

eight per cent (225) of all married female respondents, 61 per cent

(51) of all widowed female respondents, 58 per cent (14) of all separated

female respondents, and 52 per cent (27) of all single female respondents

contribute over $15 annually to the chUrch. Percentagewiie, and numeri-

cally study, married women and widowed women contributed more

to the church than do women who fall into other marita categories.

Table 29. indicates the marital status of the male respondents and the

amount contributed annually, to the church.

TABLE 29

Marital Status of Male Respondents and
Annual Contribution to the Church

tiENIIIMMIN111111111111111111=A

$15 '$12 $9 . t6 $3 Less
& to to to to than

Marital Status over $14 $11 $8 $5 $3 tiotm:a Total

Married 93 14 9 3 5 6 130

Common Law
Marriage 1

Legal Divorced 1

Legal
Separated

Separated 4

Widowed 10

Single 6

TOTAL . . . . 115

1

1

1

5 2 1

2 2 3

23 13 6

2

2

1 1

1 6

1 19

2 5 20

", 1 13 180

One hundred and fifteen. or 64 per cent of all male respondents

indicated that they contributed over $15.00 annually to the church; 52
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or 29 per cent contributed from one to 12 dollars annually and 13 or 7

per cent indicated that they contributed nothing in terms of cash to the

Almovronl,vsaaa.a. via Seventy-two per cent (93) of all married male respondents and

53 per cent (10) of all widowed male respondents have contributed over

$15.00 annually to the church. Porcentagewise, married female respondents

contributed more to the church than did married male respondents.

Of the 658 respondents, 442 or 67 per cent contributed, more

than $15.00 annually to the church; yet, there were only 78 or 12 per

cent of all respondents who had annual income of $2,000 or above. Assum-

ing that the 442 respondents contributed nothing over fifteen dollars,

their total annual contribution to the church would have been $6,630

'which is an extremely large amount of money for persons who earned in

general, less than $2,000 per year. Only 26 of the 658 respondents indi-

cated that they discussed their private and spiritual problems with

their ministers; yet, the church is still the most powerful organiza-

tion in the community. A dichotomous view may be distilled from the

findings that the rural churches serve on one hand as an outlet for

pent-up frustrations and failures and on the other hand as the major

tranquilizing force for groups of persons who have been conditioned

by certain non- church groups to believe that life on earth is destined

to be miserable., Had it not been for the influence of the rural

churches in Macon County, it is possible that the energies of the

culturally deprived perrions mould become the most destructive force in

this county. The function of the rural churches, even though they usually

met only twice per month, cannot be substituted. The rural religious

centers, as they were constituted and operated in terms of twentieth
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century needs, were not necessarily meeting the spiritual needs of their

members but they were controlling their mem'ers' emotions better than

any other social institution at the time of this study. For all practi-

cal purposes, community involvement and civic participation among the

functional illiterates revolved around the churches for two basic reasons,

(1) the churches catered to the emotional needs of the respondents and

(2) few respondents could afford financially to maintain any additional

organization. As the educational levels of the respondents are improved

and as job opportunities are opened up for them, then they will have

other needs to be met and other social institutions will of necessity

have to be fully involved in meeting the more complex needs.

The data presented in this chapter may lead one to believe that

the functional illiterate persons who have been subjected to all forms

of deprivation and exploitation arc altogether hopeless but as stated

earlier, this is not "totally" true. These people have hopes and ex-

pectations and if properly motivated, are willing to do anything honest

to improve themselves. They want to change and they anxiously want to

learn the means through which they may change. Assuming that reading,

writing, and arithmetic are some of the vehicles through which change

can be effected, the investigators devoted some time to teaching and

testing a sample of the respondents in order to ascertain the effects of

such undertakings. Chapter IV treats in some detail the teaching and

testing phase of the p.oject.
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CHAPTER IV

TEACHING AND TESTIAG PROGRAM

The secondary objective of this project was designed to con-

duct a limited amount of experimental teaching in three communities in

Macon County. The investigators were dubious as to whather this phase

of the project would achieve any kind of success since participation would

be voluntary on the part of the participant's. She investigators were

confounded throughout; participation and the interest displayed could

hardly have been better. The discussion on Pages 7 through 10 gives

the basirs. 'information on how the classes were set up and the different

approaches that were used in the teaching process. In this chapter, the

discus-A.0u 411 confine itself to (A) Class Participation, (B) Attendance,

(C) Teacher Evaluation of Participants, (D) Differences in Grade Equiva-

lent Between the First Results of the Gray Oral Reading Test and its

Final Results, (E) Changes in IQ as measured by the Wechsler Adult

Intelligence Scale before the teaching process began and at the close

of the teaching, and (F) The Participants and Teachers Reaction to the

Teaching Program.

A. CLASS PABTICIPATION

It was thought that it would be a most difficult problem get

the functional illiterate persons to participate in the study. Firstly,

it was thought that they would not allow themselves to be in-.4-12fletied

for long hours and secondly that they w5uld not voluntarily participate

in class activities such as discussions, tours, and preparing the build-

ings for olasseo. These assumptions were all Twig. Apparently the

approach used was responsible for the high degree of participation. The
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teachers had previJus experience in teaching adults and above all, they

weaJ dedicated persons who could empathize and communicate with the

participants . 411 three teachers, one of whom had a Masters degree

and the others several hours beyond,a Bachelors degree, spent quite a

few hours per week visiting the homes of the participants. They were not

just teachers but counselors as well; they conditioned the prospective

participants before the teaching process began and when it actually

got underway. With the exception of a very few, the participants were

at east in formal /earning situations. The degree of participation in

a formal learning situation which involves the functional illiterate

depends on several factors. One of these factors is the extent to which

the prospective participant has been counseled.

B. CLASS ATTENDANCE

The ground work that was done prior to setting up the classes

somewhat guaranteed good attendance at least at the opening sessions.

The four classes that were set up catered to one hundred and eighteen

adults in groups of 23, 31, 331and 31 respectively. In the center where

there were 33 pa.ticipants the teacher had to refuse admitting any

more participants because thirty-three was over and above what was

planned for. It was originally planned that no class should have more

than twenty participants assuming that there would be a 25 per cent

attrition, the teachers would not have more than fifteen illiterates

in any one class. The attrition rate anticipated did not occur; the over-

all. i.ttrition rate for the first semester (February through May) was

eight per cent over against the twenty-five per cent that was anticipated.

The attrition rate for both semesters was twenty-two per cent but this
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included those participants who were referred to other programs,

was the attendance so good even though it was voluntary? As stated

earlier, there are several factors involved in teaching adults, the

most fundamental of them all is to ace. 'abely identify the needs of

the clientele, There absdutely no doubt in the investigator's

minds that the classes were meeting the immediate educational needs of

those who attended the sessions. In addition to meeting the needs, the

classes were scheduled at a convenient time for all involved. The rural

classes met during the evening 'Imam and the class that was held on

Tuskegee Institute campus met during the lunch hour from 12 noon until

1 p.m. Every participant had to make some sacrifice to attend the

classes but they came because a need was being met.

C. TEACHER EVALUATION OF PARTICIPANTS

Evaluation in this setting (layered several phases. To

evaluate progress the teacher had to be extremely keen in some areas;

for example, it is easier to evaluate progress in reading and writing

than it is to evaluate progress in changes in attitudes and aspirations.

For purposes of this study, evaluation was a two-way continuous

process. Participants had a chance to evaluate some of their own work

and the teachers evaluated the participants work in detail. A complete

file was kept on each participant and at various periods, the overhead

transparency projector (a visual aid equipment) was used to scow the

participants their first handwriting in the class as compared to their

current writing. In many instances the participants did not believe

they had made so much progress.

The crucial factors in evaluating the academic work of functional

illiterat3 persons rest with the regularity with which their work is evalu-
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aced and the ability of the teacher to point out progress to the parti-

cipants and NEVER to ,mention failures as such. Surely the teacher must

always identify areas that can be improved, but to tell an illiterate

person that you have failed or that you are failing is to destroy his

pride and cause him to be a drop-out who may never return to formal

academic instructions. The methods used to evaluate ache participants

were primarily simple quizzes, observations made by the teachers, and

the degree to which participants became interested in solving some ot

their every day problems. The teachers had to observe changes in clean-

linss (coming to class in clean clothes, even if the clothes are old,

taking a bath before coming to classes, etc.) mannerism, speech, topics

discussed informally, and so forth. In one center (Tuskegee Institute)

the particints requested to be taught how to figure interests on loans,

as a result of that'request, the participants in the four centers were

exposed to very elementary training in the wise use of money. This phase

of training was very interesting to all the participants and as it now

stands, they are still relatively illiterate in terms of how to avoid

getting caught in a swindle. In terms of evaluating their progress,

however, they have improved beyond expectations. They no longer endorse

a check before they get to the bank, they no longer sign (or X) a docu-

ment before they get someone to read it and erplain it to them, and they

have ceased buying recklessly on a time payment plan. The participants

have only been introduced to learning in a formal setting but taking

into consideration the progress: made they have covered immeasureable

graunds.

D. DIFFERENCES IN GRADE EQUI/ALENT (First and Second Administration
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of Gray Oral Reading Test)

The Gray Oral Reading Test was administered to the one hundred

and eighteen participants the second week after classes began. The idea

was to administer the test to all again at the end of the teaching process,

this was not possible for three reasons: Time was a limiting factor,

attrition due primarily to migration, and at due to some partici-

pants being accepted after referrals to other programs. Table 30

indicates the results from the forty-one participan'es who took both the

first and second Gray Oral Reading Test.

From Table 30 it may he observed that the forty-one parUci-

pants who had the Grey Oral Reading Test twice showed an average gain of

1.3 in grade equivalent. When the teaching started, the forty-one parti-

cipants were averaging a grade equivalent of 3.9; at the completion of

the teaching process, they were averaging a grade equivalent of 5.2.

The seven males among the forty-one participants averaged slightly higher

gains (1.5) than did the 34 females who registered a gain ia grade

equivalent of 1.3. The 34 females had an average grade equivalent of

4.0 when the teaching process started and the 'even males had an average

grade equivalent of 3.7. Of the 141 participants, seven had a loss in grade

equivalent ranging from 0.2 to 1.3. None of the seven male participants

had any loss in grade equivalent but there were two who had no gain.

The loss registered by the seven females is hard to explain because so

many attendant factors are involved in testing adulte. The testers were

all well experienced persons; moreover, its the same testers who admini-

stered the test on both occasion,. The gain in grade equivalent ranged

from 0.2 to 5.3. The four highest individual gains in grade equivalents
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TABLE 30

First and Second Results of
Gray Oral Reading Test

Number of Participants 1 2 3 4 5

Sex M 14 lig. M M

Age 72 53 la 43 57

Reading :F,,I).,65:

Number of Errors 55 33 211 33 32

Number of Passages Read 13 9 8 9 9

Total Time (Seconds) 40. 271 179 246 298

Grade Equivalent 5.2 4.7 14.6 4.3 3.2

Reading Test Date Dec.'65:
Number of Errors 45 25 26 149 26

Number of Passages Read 13 9 13 11 9

Total Time (Seconds) 465 243 316 365 307

Grade Equivalent 5.2 6.0 9.9 4.7 4.2

GAIN IN GRADE EQUIVALENT 0.0 1.3 5.3 .4 1.0

Comprehension 1 23.0 21.5 29.0 10.0 17.0

Comprehension 2 25.5 32.0 15.0 15.0 17.5

GAIN IN COMPREHENSION 2.5 10.5 -114.0 5.0 .5
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6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 111 15

M N F F F F F F F F

;5 46 37 5o 39 40 62 18 26 29

?.5 28 42 37 29 37 38 40 37 43

7 5 12 12 11 12 12 12 12 13

32 288 247 255 293 279 313 428 374 486

2.6 1.o 7.3 7.1 7.0 6.8 6.0 5.8 5.6 5.4

!8 31 50

9 5 12

_7 288 306

11 29 27

12 3.1 12

'e17 277 218

26 17 30 35

13 8 12 13

351 108 315 393

5.4 1.0 6.0 12.0 6.2 7.7 8.6 5.6 7.9 8.0

2.8 0.0 -1.3 4.9 -.8 .9 2.6 -.2 2.3 2.6

L9.5 13.5 6.0 22.0 18.0 5.0 6.5 13.5

L7.0 16.0 22.5 23.0 20.0 17.5 7.0 4.o 3.9.0

16.0 20.0

-2.5 2.5 16.5 1.0 2.0 12.5 .5 -9.5 3.0 .5
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TABLE 30 (continued)

16 17 10 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

F F F F F F F F F F

51 ho 64 35 38 34 45 29 36 20

51 ho 27 35 36 145 50 35 31 28

12 12 9 10 10 12 13 9 9 9

375 469 217 226 2514 376 509 197 2142 249

5.14 5.1 5.1 5.0 4.4 1414 14.14 14.2 4.0 4.0

31 37 36 25 32 21 32 1414 39 32

11 11 9 12 n 12 13 9 10 9

251 331 217 258 280 255 492 151 2142 203

6.8 4.6 4.14 7.5 5.2 8.6 5.8 4.6 14.2 4.6

1.4 -.6 -.7 2.5 .8 14.2 1.4 .14 .2

10.0 14.5 12.0 28.5 5.0 26.0

7.5 7.5 1.7.0 21.5 14.0 17.5

.5 3.0 5.0 -7.0 9.0

6.5 9.5 12.0 11.5

9.5 17.0 13.0 7.0

-8.5 3.0 7.5 1.0 -4.5
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TABLE 30 (continued)

e

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 314 35

F F F F F F F F F F

68 82 39 63 52 35 _ 51 24 22 26

514 37 47 29 22 25 214 35 40 58

12 13 11 8 7 7 6 7 8 9

ja 1461 3145 209 11414 2314 136 194 266 295

3.7 3.7 3.7' 3.4 3.4 2.7 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.1

37 1414 27 314 31 140 32 148 19 142

13 13 9 9 8 9 8 9 8 9

91 655 226 251 216 305 1714 270 117 271.

6.0 3.2 14.0 5.0 3.2 3.5 3.8 3.14 5.6 2.5

2.3 -.5 -.3 1.6 -.2 .8 1.3 1.3. 3.3 .14

14.5 16.5 17.5 16.5 9.0 5.0 8.5 18.0 22.5 19.0

13.5 18.5 22.5 26.0 15.0 11.5 18.0 11.0 2.0 18.0

-1.0 2.0 5.0 9.5 6.0 6.5 9.5 -7.0 -20.5 -1.0



36 37

F F

61 36

36 68

7 9

57 267

2.0 1.9

AVERAGES
m.,.. Celt1 f2 ri_nrni-el vs ed.

38 39 b.0 41

F F F F

40 42 3)4 32 1,761 51.6 41.2 43.0

36 31 .45 Ito 1,538 32.9 38.5

6 6 6 7 390 8.6 9.7

192 165 247 2141 11,858 27833 290.7

1.8 1.1 1.0 1.6 161.9 3.7 4.0

37.5

9.5

288.7

3.9

29 36 35 26 26 36 1,326 32.9 32.2 32.3

9 9 7 7 7 8 411 9.9 10.1 10.0

04 360 304 187 2114 238 11,449 314.4 272.0 279.2

5.7 3.3 1.8 2.7 2.4 4.4 215.2 5.2 5.3 5.2

3.7 1.4 0.0 1.6 1.4

17.5 19.5 16.0 8.0 18.5

6.5 11.5 15.5 15.0 23.5

11.0 -8.0 -.5 7.0 5.0

2.8 53.3 1.5

19.5

?.0

612.0 19.1

626.0 19.7

1.3 1.3

14.1

14.4

14.9

15.3

-12.5 114.0 .6 .3 .4
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mere 5.3, 4.9, 4.2, and 3.7, respectively and the ages of the partici-

pants showing these gains were 41, 50, 34, and 61, respectively. The

teadhere found that age is by no means an inhibiting factor in learning,

Aeolft AlalhnwAver; -hbay renql kat teaching the wasmore time consuming

and required more patience and understanding. It is interesting to note

that the oldest participant who was 82 years old registered a loss in

grade equivalent of 0.5 and the youngest participant who was 18 years

old registered a loss in grade equivalent of 0.2. Probably one of the

most interesting phenomenon to observe is that in general as grade equiva-

lent increases comprehension decreases. As persons of low education

levels try to increase their speed and accuracy in reading, they tend

to remember less of what they read. Of the four persons who showed the

highest gain in grade equivalent, one had a gain of one point in con

prehension; the other three had a miserable loss in comprehension. Again,

the four highest gains in grade equivalent were 5.3, 4.9, 4.2 and 3.7

respectively and the comparable gain in comprehension were, 714.0, 1.0,

-8.5 and -11.0 respectively. The composite loss interns of comprehension

of the four best yeaders is 32.5 points. By the same token, the seven

who showed a loss in grade equivalent showed a very appreciable increase

in comprehension., These seen participants had an average loss in grade

equivalent of ,0.6 and they had an average gain in comprehension of 3.6

points.

The investigators relied heavily on the results of the Gray

Oral Reading Test to help determine which of the four classes discussed

on pages 7 through 10 learned more in terms of reading. At the beginning

of the teaching process, each of the four classes had an average grade
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equivalent of 4.5, 3.9, 3.7 and 3.6 respectively and at the end of the

teaching process each of the four classes had an average grade equivalent

of 6.3, 5.4, 4.4, aad 4.9, respectively. The average gains in grade

equivalent per class were, therefore, 1.8, 1.5, 0.7, and 1.3, respectively,

and the range was 0,7 to 1.8. It should be noted that the most signifi-

cant gain in grade equivalent was achieved from the highest starting

point of 4.5 grade equivalent as against all the other classes which

had an average starting grade equivalent of 1E 3s than 4.0. The question

must be raised as to what accountswfor the poor showing of the class

-which only improved to the extent of 0.7 grade equivalent, We wish to

remind the reader at this point that the teaching phase of this project

was experimental. The discussion on reges 8 through 9 under subsections

2 and 3 indicates the experiment which manifested such poor results.

The experiment was designed to find out if younger persons 40 years old

and below would absorb more in two-thirds of the time than older persons

41 years old and above. It was also designed to determine if a small

cash incentive offered on a competitive basis would make any difference

in terms of learning to read. For purposes of this phase of the experi-

ment, therefore, two classes had to be established; the older group

went to one-hour instruction classes three times per week, while the

younger group went to one-hour instruction classes two times per week.

Tha older group was given an incentive of from 10 to 15 cents per hour

depending on performance and the younger group was given nothing. All

other variables were kept constant; both classes met in the same build-

ing, they had the same teacher, the identical instructional materials,

and the same amount and type of material was covered. Additionally, La
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an effort to control as many variables as possible, the classes were

scheduled for the same hour every evening and a tape recorder was used

to help the -beadier maintain consistency in her teaching procedures.

Table 31 indicates the results from the Gray Oral Reading Test

when it was first administered and Table 31a, when it was finally admini-

stered to the younger group (age 40 and below). The tables also indi-

cate the younger group's comprehension levels at the time the tests

were administered.

TABLE 31

Results of Gray Oral Reading Test When First
Administered to Age Group 40 and Below

Test Date February, 1965

ea
co.. 44g

1 F 37 42 12 247 7.3 6.0

2 F 18 40 12 428 5.8 13.5

3 F 40 4o 12 469 5.2 4.5

4 F 38 36 10 254 4.4 5.0

5F 36 31 9 242 4.0 12.0

6 F 20 28 9 249 4.0 11.5

7 F 39 47 11 345 3.7 17.5

8 F 22 40 8 266 2.3 22.5

9 F 40 36 6 192 1.8 16.0

13 F 32 40 7 241 1.6 19.5
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18.5
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TAME 31a

Results of Gray Oral Reading Test When Finally
Adnximistered to Age Group 40 and Below

Test Date December, 1965

MINCONIWINIICCIEr3t
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1 F 37 50 12 306 6.0 22.5

2 F 18 17 8 108 5.6 4.0

3 F 40 37 11 331 4.6 7.5

14 F 38 32 11 280 5.2 14..0

5 F 36 39 10 242 402 13.0

6 F 20 32 9 203 14.6 7.0

7 F 39 27 9 226 4.0 22.5



TABLE 31E, (confirmed)
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8

9

10

11

F 22 19

V 140 35

F 32 36

F 34 26

66

8 117 5.6 2.0

7 3014 1.8 15.5

8 238 14.14 7.0

7 2114 2.14 23.5

TOTAL . . . 356 350 100 2569 48.14 138.5

AVERAGE . . 32.14 31.8 9.1 233.5 14.14 12.6

The ages of the eleven participants tested twice, ranged

from 18 to 140 and they were all females. The average grade equivalent

for the Rest reading test (Table 31) was 3.7 and the average grade

equivalent for the second reading test (Table 31a) was 14.14 which showed

an overall gain of 0.7 of one grade. The average comprehension level

for the first test (Table 31) was 13.3 and the average comprehension

for the second test (Table 31a) was 12.6 which showed an overall loss

of 0.7 of one point. Let it be reiterated here that the eleven parti-

cipants discussed in Table 31 and Table 31a met twice weekly for a one

hour class and they were given no monetary. incentive.

Table 32 ivdicates the results from the first administration of

the Gray Oral Reading Test and Table 32a the final administration to the

older group (age hi and above). The tables also indicate the older
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groupts comprehension level at the time the tests were administered.

TABLE 32
Results of Gray Oral Reading Test When First
Administered to Age Group Iii and Above

Test Date February, 1965

67

ti

Smar
ti 1 0

ra g
0

1 : co
4) 0
0

cok
Ila E-I CD

1 F 62 38 12 313 6.0 6.5

2 F 51 51 12 375 5.4 10.0

3 N 72 55 13 . 443. 5.2 23.0

4 F 64 27 9 217 5.1 12.0

5
N

41 24 8 179 4.6 29.n

6 M 43 33 9 246 4.3 10.0

7 F 68 54 12 441 3.7 14.5

8 F 82 37 13 461 3.7 16.5

9 F 52 22 7 144 3.4 9.0

10 m 51 32 9 298 3.2 17.0

11 F 61 36 7 257 2.0 17.:5

12 F 42 31 6 165 1.1 8.0

TOTAL . 689 440 117 3537 47.7 173.0

AVERAGES:
sMale . . 51.8 36.0 9.8 291.0 4.3 19.8

Female . . 60.3 37.0 9.8 296.6 3.8 11.8

Combined . 57.4 36.7 9.8 294.8 3.9 14.4

AVM



TABLE 32a

Results of Gray Oral Reading Test When Finally
Administered to Age Group 41 and Above

Test Date December, 1965
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1 F 62

2 F 51

3 M 72

4 F 6L

5 M 41

6 M 43

7 F 68

8 F 82

9 F 52

10 M 51

11 F 61

12 F 42

TOTAL . . 689

AVERAGES:
Male. . 51.8

Female. . 60,3

Combined. 57.4
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6.8

5.2

8.6
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4.4

9.9

14.7
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17.0

15.0

15.0

114

25.5

0c

7.0

7.5

4,o cm

rd
'1)

0id 0
C4
a) irl

37 13 391 6.0 13.5

144 13 655 3.2 18.5

33. 8 216 3.2 15.0

26 9 307 4.2 . 17.5

29 9 2014 5.7 6.5

26 7 187 2.7 15.0

406 129 3925 614.6 173.0

36.5 11.5 363.3 6.0 18.3

32.5 10.14 309.0 5.1 12.5

33.8 10.8 327.1 5.11 14.4
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The ages of the trelve participants tested twice ranged from

141 through 132 The average /eading le-lel of the class at the beginning

of the teaching process (Table 32) was 3.9 and the average reading level

at the end of the teaching process (Table 32a) was 5.4; the gain regis-

tered was 1.5 in terms of grade equivalent. The average comprehension

level of 14.4 remained the same for both test administrations. The

participants discussed in Tables 32 and 32a, attended classes

three times per week for one hour at each meeting and they were given

10 to 15 cents per hour depending ou their performance.

The older participants showed an increase in grade equivalent

of more than twice that of th. younger participants. Was this increase

due to the fact that the older participants got three hours of instruction

per week while the youriger participants had two hours per week? The

investigators are dubious as to whether this is the reason because

previous experiments have indicated that the rate of learning decreases

as age increases; therefore, for this reason, the older participants

were given a longer time to absorb the material. Was this increase

due to the cash incentive that was given? Here again the investiga-

tors are dubious as to whether the incentive is the real cause for the

magnificent showl_ng of the older participants. Was this increase due

to the way in which the cash incentive was given? The indications are

that this is the basic cause for the increase. The ince_ve was set

up on a competitive basis; the best performers got 15 cents per hour;

the second best performers got 14 cents per hour; the third best per-

formers got 12 cents per hour and the rest got 10 cents per hour. It

should be recognized that the participants were tested every Friday
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evening to determine the different levels of performance and to determine

who would be paid a certain amount.

The investigators recognize that much additional research is

yet to be done in this whole area of adult learning but they are willing

to assume that, had it not been for the competitive factor which was

built into the design, the gain in terms of grade equivalent would not

have been significantly higher for the older participants than it was

for the younger participants. The implications here are tremendously

important for government agencies and other organizations that are now

embarking upon programs designed to rid this country of illiteracy.

Giving fixed stipends to functional illiterates who attend adult edac-

catLon classes will almost; certainly guarantee good attendance but

do stipends motivate the adult to learn? It is the assumptior of the

investigators that stipends do not motivate adults to learn unless

they are prorated and paid within the :framework of performance.

E. CHANGES IN IQ AS MEASURED BY THE WECHSLER ADULT INTELLIGENCE 3CALE

The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was administered to all

the participants before the teaching process began and to a sample of

the participants when the teaching process ended. The idea was to deter-

mine if there would be any changes in their IQ as a result o.f ei:posure

to teaching, Table 33 indicates the results of the Wechsler Adult

Intelligence Scale.

Thirty-one participants ranging from age 18 to 82 were

administered the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale on two occasions.

All but seven of the 31 participants showed some improvement, in their

IQs. To identify increase in intelligent quotient from Table 33,

column 10 should be subtracted from Column 17. For example, partici-



TABLE 33

Results of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
Before and at the- End of the Teaching Process

71

Number of Participants 1 2 3 4 5 6

Sex F N F F F N

Age 68 53 52 51 62 51

Grade 7 3 8 8 7 6

Before the
*---11-"YeZhimprosessi

Verbal 51 57 60 58 44 149

IQ 97 99 102 100 88 91

Performance 30 33 31 31 35 33

IQ 94 89 87 87 97 89

Thal Scale 81 90 91 89 79 82

IQ 96 95 95 94 92 90

At the End of the
--TaElung7rocess:------......

Verbal 514 148 60 51. 48 62

IQ 100 90 102. 93 92 104

Performance 32 38 31 47 38 42

IQ 97 96 87 108 101 101

Full Scale 86 86 91 98 86 104

IQ 100 92 95 99 96 103

GAIN- in IQ 4 -3 0 -5 4 13
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49

91

30

86

79

88

TABLE 33 (continued)

71a

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

M m .m N F F F F F

111 42 72 55 , 63 34 29 614 20

7 6 5 5 6 8 7 6 8

53 43 32 4e-1 .) 46 5o 39 36 39

93 83 85 (36 90 89 78 80 80

33 41 22 24 20 314 33 21 36

83 93 90 8:3 73 80 78 75' 81

86 84 514 66 66 84 72 57 75

88 87 86 84 84 84 81 79 79

5L 58 48 56 5)4 46 50 46 53. 49

96 98 88 108 98 . 90 89 85 97 98

38 52 41 40 43 20 3! 41 314 41

96 108 93 13.14 108 78 80 89 99 82

92 110 89 96 97 66 84 87 85 90

96 102 90 111 102 84 84 86 98 88

8 14 3 25 18 0 0 5 19 9
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04 80 75 78 '75 78* 75 70 7 D 72

25 33 32 :32 32 19 22 30 2.7 20

72, 77 82, 77 82 71 75 75 69 66

6(3 72 67 71 67 55 55 57 56 52

6,6 77 77 77 77 714 74 70 63 68

19 43 314 59 49 52 14 36 29 35

59 84 714 99 89 94 86 79 70 75

23 43. 24 46 38 25 33 35 29 27

70 87 71 34)9 89 79 89 81 72 75...t.

142 814 58 105 IT _ 77 77 71. 58 62

62 84 71 99 89 87 87 79 6? 74

-L* 7 -6 22 12 13 13 9 1
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27 28 29 30 31

F F F

AVERAGES
TOTAL, Male Female Combined

35 140 26 32 36 1319 51.14 140.0 142.5

8 4 8 5 6 200 4.6 7.o 6.5

32 18 30 24 28 1209 1414.6 37.14 39.0

72 58 70 a a 2501 87.9 78.6 80.7

18 27 17 21 11 853 29.3 27.0 27.5

63 75 57 63 514 2)432 85.14 76.14 78.5

50 145 47 145 39 2081 73.9 65.1 67.1

67 614 62 63. 60 214414 86.3 76.7 78.8

38 24 31 214 50 1402 514.0 142.7 45.2

78 614 71 614 90 2704 97.1 814.3 87.2

29 28 214 27 30 1073. 140.1 32.9 3144

78 76 67 71 79 2721 97.1 85.0 87.8

67 52 55 51 80 21473 914.1 75.6 79.8

77 68 67 65 814 2588 98.1 79.2 83.5

10 234 11.e 2.5 14.7
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pant number 11 had an increase in IQ of 18 points. The seven males

among the 31 participants showed, on the average, a much higher gain in

IQ points than did the 24 females. The reason for this is not easily

explainable; however, it is gratifying that a significant change has been

made in terms of IQ points. That the IQ will tend to rise as the environ-

ment is improved was dramatically shown in a study of Negro children who

moved to Philadelphia from poor environments in the South. E.S. Lee,

who did the Philadelphia study in 1551, concluded, ". evidently

the improved environment was responsible for the increase in IQ dis-

played by these Southern-born Negro students".

While the investigators in this study could do very little

about the physical environment of the participants, they did everything

within the realms of the project to change and improve the academic en-

vix.onment of the participants. The increase in the IQ of the partici-

pants is, therefore, due primarily to the academic work that was done

and the extent to which the participults were motivated to think and

Bollve problems.

It would be intoret,ting t determine, after a period of one

year, if the newly acquired IQs remained the same or regressed to the

point where they were before the teaching process began.

F. PARTICIPANTS AND TEACHERS REACTION TO THE TEACHING PROGRAM

The participants who attended classes were sent the Course

Evaluation instrument appearing in Appendix 6. Of the 118 participants

in the classes, ninety or seventy-six per cent returned the instrument.

Of the ninety participants who returned the course evaluation sheet, over

fifty per cent indicated that they liked courses in civics best as oom-
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per cent of the ninety participants indicated that thw liked courses

in arithmetic and civics more than anything else. It is no wonder that

the majority indicated that they needed mathematics and civics most of

all because these courses were meeting immediate needs; in mathematics,

special emphasis was placed on the cost of borrowing money and buying

goods on time payment plan and in civics special emphasis was placed

on citizenship responsibilities. Seventy -two or eighty per cent of the

ninety participants said that what they learned in the classes will be

of immediate use to them and eighteen or twenty per cent of the ninety

participants indicated that the things they learned will be of use to

them later. Surprisingly, over fifty per cent of the participants indi-

cated that the class periods were too short and that they were always

on time.

The ninety participants indicated that their teacher was on

time and that the teacher was pleasant to work with all of the time.

Probably the most rewarding thing coming out of the course evaluation

by theparticipants is the fact that seventy-five of the ninety parti-

cipaats indicated that they can manage their own business now better

than before. Additionally, 59 of the 90 participants indicated that

more people now come to them and ask for help with things they do not

understand than before and the 90 participants indicated that they

would recommend to their friends to take adult education classes. The

number of responses received from the ninety participants to each

question are on the instrument appearing in Appendix 6. The indi-

cations are that the participants enjoyed their experiences and have
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gotten something out of the classes.

The three teachers were asked to evaluate their classes in an

almost similar manner as were the participants. All teachers agreed

that the subject matter offered were meeting the basic needs of partini-

pants. Two of the teachers felt that the participants :needed training

in reading more than anything else while one teacher indicated that

civics was needed most. The teacher who indicated civics as needed most

is more in line with the majority of the participants,, The answers

received from the teacher on the evaluation sheet appears in Appendix 7.

The teaching proCess has been very successful and rewarding

to both participants and teachers. It is unfortunate that it has ceased

and no further experimentation is being done. Other government sponsored

adult education programs are now catering to some of the participants

but the need for educating the illiterate is still a most crucial one.
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CHAPTER V

ORGAN:MAMIE AND AGENCIES AND THEM RELATIONSHIP
TO THE PROBLEM OF FUNCTIONAL ILLITERACY

The investigators sought information from organizations and
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functional illiterates in Macon County, Alabama. Information was sought

from voluntazy organizations as well as government agencies. The instru-

ment appearing in Appendix 2 was used to get information from the Macon

County Cooperative &tension Service.

In December, 1964 when the representatives of the Macon County

Extension Service were interviewed, the organization was operated on a

segregated basis with the Negro branch (State Office) on Tuskegee Insti-

tute campus and the Caucasian branch (State Office) on the Auburn ad...

versity campus. The information received was from the Negro County Agent

and his assistant and the Negro Hone Demonstration Agent. These three

agents cater to 1,200 Negro Macon County farm families with average rainual

income of $800 and a range of $200 to $3,500 anaually.

The Extension Service program endeavors to help the farmer realize

a greater profit from his crops ands thus, enjoy a better livelihood.

To this end, the program has two other major areas of emphasis, a home-

makers club for the women, directed by the home demonstration agent, and

a Li-H club directed by the Assistant County Agent. The agents take their

work to 14 afferent communities in the County and in doing sot they make

comparisons of the degree of cooperation that they get from each community.

The most common reasons given for the lack of cooperation were, (a) lack

of education -- farmers cannot communicate, cannot read relevant farm

literature, cannot estimate profit and loss; (b) the confidence of the
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farmers have been betrayed by poorly motivated extension agents -- in

prerlous years, the extension, workers did not give enough time and use-

ful information racessary to insure the success of the extension program

and (c) the land, in general, is impoveriShed and the average acreage

per farmer, is much too.small for econonic farm operation.

The educational levels of the farmers apparently is one of

the major contributing factors to success or failure. The information

recei -'ed from the Macon County. Extension Service was incomplete; huwever,

some insight on the relationship between educational attainment az.d

average yearly farm income was gained as maybe observed from Table 34.

TABLE 34

Average Educational Level and Average
Annual Income of Some Farm Groups

Farm arm

Owners (full-time)

Owners (part-time)

Renters (full-time)

Renters (part-time)

rall=e11111:13111113'="CaLigit=a2ZNIZMINOIS1111791111rEAllrollffillIIIII=

Average Fghwational
Attainment011111110100111!=lMIIIN=WWW111.0117111A

6th Grade

6th Grade

5th Grade

5th Grade

Sharecroppers (full-time) Unknown

Sharecroppers (part-time) Unknown

Average Yearly
Income

$3,500

1,800

800

500

unknown

unknown

The higher the grade level, the higher the farm earnings. The

6th grade fall-time farmer who owns his farm, averages $3,500 per year

gross income while the 5th grade full-time farmer who rents his farm

averages $800 per year gross income. Being an owner can make a vast
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difference in income as compared to being a renter. The ideal situation

here would be to have incomes of fifth grade full-time and part-time

farmers who are owners and then a more realistic comparison could be

made 'between the 6th and 5th grade farmers. Regardless of their owner-

ship status, educational levels of completion do appear to have some

effects on farm income. A monthly newsletter "The Negro Farmer" Tatich

treats techniques in fanning is distributed to the farmers and even though

this letter is geared to the 14th grade level it is estimated that only

35 to 40 per cent of the farmers can read it. There is no doubt that

illiteracy is an inhibiting factor in farming and it is one of the most

difficult problems confronting the Extension Service; however, the Ex-

tension SP-o-fice has done from notrig to very little directly to help

and solve the problem. If farmers cemnot read and write, the 'Extension

Service has !:iso branch or division which attempts to help those fanners

and since success and/or progress in the Extension Service is measured

in terms of amount and quality produced, the illiterates who cannot

read cannot produce as well; therefore, little or no attention is paid

to them. Unfortunately, though, this mr.y seem, the Extension Agents

effectiveness could be biasly judged if they take time out to do

literacy education. They, like the farmers, are julged in terms of

quantity and quality produced by their clientele, in the circumstances,

they can only recognize illiteracy as a problem but they havo no time

to do anything more.

The instrument arjearing in Appendix 3 sought relevant informa-

tion from the Macon County Health Department. The Public 7:lealth Department
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employs five persels: One physician (part-time), one male sanitation

inspector, one clerk 1d two nurses. This department carves the entire

county of 27,000 persons. The health department did not ,have vr did

not refer to records showing the services required and received in each

community of the county. For the same reason, many of the questions on

the interview schedule could not be answered by the department.

The diseases most common in Macon County are veneral disease,

tuberculosis and food poisoning. It is estimated that the department

detects and treats only 60% of the veneral disease cases in Macon County

while 40% go to a private physician. The State Mobile X -Ray. Service is

coordinated for the county by this department and information on the

prevention of food poisoning is distributed by the department.

Total medical ser vices offered are: Immunizations, tuberculosis

treatment, veneral disease treatment, state mobile X-Ray service and advice

to encourage the physical and mental well being of all county residents.

The immunizations given at the county health department excluded yellow

fever and bubonic plague. These cases are treated at the State Office.

A. prenatal clinic is operated by the health department for all expectant

mothers who cannot afford private care. It is reported that the mothers

attend the clinic regularly but that some of the mothers do not take the

prescribed care of themselves during pregnancy. The department did not

know the average educational level of its clients but estimated it to be

abc 5th grade level. The most effective means of communication are

personal contact, radio and newspaper announcements. A well-baby clinic

is not organized as such but immunizations and che;:kups can be gi-Yen

when desired.

of
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The rate of malnutrition in Macon County is reported as high,

especially in the rural communities. The diet is very poor, consisting

generally of greens, syrup and bread and the health department does not

have the funds to supplement the diets.

The questions pertaining to the rate of premature births and

illegitimate births could net be answered by the department. The physi-

cian explained that many of the residents prefer to see a midwife, who

does not require that a patient receive prenatal care. This gives rise

to the rate of premature births and to the rate of deaths of babies dur-

ing or following a complicated delivery. In an effort to lower these

rates, the Macon County Medical Association has instigatLA a program

aimed at insuring all expectant mothers prenatal care. In essence, this

program requires that all midwives receive a pink slip from the patient

that states that she has had the prescribed prenatal care (from a clinic

or private physician) before the midwife can deliver the baby. If the

patient does not have the pink slip then she must seek delivery by a

physician. As for illegitimate births, the rate could only be estimated

as high, on the basis that the mothers attending the clinic frequently

give as their reason, for not being able to have private care, that

they do not hage husbands and cannot work at the time. The entire

Public Health Staff recognized that illiteracy gives rise to several

health and sanitation problems and that there is an immediate need flr

organized adult education programs in the County, however, they neither

have the know how nor the staff to do the job.

The instrument appearing in Appendix 4 sought relevant infor-

mation from the Macon County Sheriff's Department. The depaltment

when it was interviewed in October, 1965 employed four persons, sheriff,
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deputy sheriff and two clerks. This department of four persons serves

a population of 27,000 persons. The community with the highest crime rate

is Tuskegee which is the capital of Macon County. The crime most fre-

quently committed is larceny. These acts of larceny according to the

sheriff can be attributed to the continual unemployment or underemploy-

ment status of the residents of Macon County. The average age of Macon

County offenders that are convicted is eighteen years and this seems

to indicate that there is a high degree of juvenile offenders. The

ability to read and write was reported as not being a problem in dealing

with many of the offenders; however, the Sheriff listed the lack of

education as one of four conditions that he felt is conducive to crime.

The three other conditions mentioned contributing to crime were low income,

unemployment and parental neglect. The unfortunate situation is that

the Sheriff's Department was not overly concerned about how to get the

delinquents off the streets. They had no boys' clubs or plans for one

and they had no intentions of getting with the parents of the delin-

quents to try and work some means where tae delinquents could be mean-

ingfully occupied.

The instrument appearing in Appendix 5 was used to seek relevant

information from voluntary organizations such as sororities, fraternities,

social clubs and so forth. The questionnaire was addressed to twenty-two

voluntary organizations and seven were returned completed.

The seven organizations returning the questionnaire catered

to approximately two thousand members, however, some persons belonged

to more than one of the seven organizations under discussion. The

largest organization returning the interview schedule was Tuskegee
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Civic Association which has approximately 900 paying members. Members

in the seven organizations pay from $2 to $25 annually for their member-

ships, and they range from 18 to 90 years old.

The purposes of the organizations are many and varied and in-

clude: (1) Promotion of peace aad freedom; (2) improve understanding

of privileges and the responsibilities of citizenship; (3) give infor-

mation on job opportunities and (1) promote good human relationships.

Additionally, one organization has as its only purpose "The enrichment

of children,s minds". This organization is somewhat convinced,and

maybe it is right, that if children are consistently exposed to the

cultural things of life and if their minds are occupied with "good"

the probabilities of them becoming a good person, the societal problem

is greatly minimized.

The educational levels cf the members of the organization range

from 12th grade through doctorate degrees. There is evidence that the

organizations are class structured and some of the organizations are not

even remotely concerned with the problems of the poor and the illiterate.

Three of the seven organizations conduct classes in reading,

=ismer economics, and civics. Two of the organizations give annual

scholarships to college students and one organization in particular

spends $1,000 annually in scholarship funds. The information received

seems to indicate that voluntary organizations in general are not overly

concerned with the problems of the functional illiterates and govern-

ment agencies in Macon County are less concerned.



CHAPTER VI

PICTORIAL EVIDENCES & DISCUSSION OF A SAMPLE OF THE
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH FUNCTIONAL

ILLITERATES LIVE AND LEARN

The evidences of poverty are numerous in Macon County, Ala-
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habited by the poor. Many of the homes are two-room dwellings shelter-

ing two to twenty-seven persons. Typiiring such a dwelling is the home

of a class participarit in the Society Hill Community.

.7

Figure 1. The team of interviewers approaches resident
of Society Hill Community.

The front door opens into a room that is the sleeping and

living area for the father and mother, four sons and two daughters.

Since the time of the interview the fifteen year old daughter, who is

not married, has given birth to a baby girl. The baby is the tenth

member of this household sharing the two rooms. The bedroom dimension

is about 9 x 12. There are no windows in the house. A wood burning

stove in the bedroom is used to heat the house, and a second wood
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burning stove in the kitchen is used for cooking and heating water. The

toilet is outside of the house so the bathing is done in the kitchen, in

tin tubs and basins. The house has no source of electricity or water.

The family has to carry water f,-nm well about 1/8 of a mile from their

hpm3. The home is located 1/8 of a mile off Highway 80, where the

electric lines are extended, however, the family has been waiting for

years to get electricity in their home. In anticipation of the use cf

electricity, this family has bought a set of nice matching lamps that

stand on end tables on each end of a couch, an electric radio and an

electric iron.

So.

44, -

a

r

Figure 2. Director visits prospective class
participant.

Figure 2 shows a one-room house in the Brownville Community.

This is home for four people. The one room has two double beds, a
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table, trunk, fireplace and four chairs. The fireplace is used for

heating and cooking. The table, placed against the wall, is used to

store groceries, also the water bucket and dipper. Sitting on the floor

beneath the to are gardening tools, fertilizers and large cans of

lard and meal. The front porch is also used for storage. The advertising

signs are nailed on the house to cover holes in the siding, thus making

the house warmer. The house has no electricity, water or even an outside

toilet.

A

Figure 3. Residence of a class participant in the
Brownville Community.

The residence shown in Figure 3 is typical of the condition

of many r.)11 the old and larger houses in Macon County. This house has

six rooms. Only the of the rooms are lived in because one side of

the house is caving in. Figure 3 shows the west side of the house and

portions of the back porch and the front of the house. The back is used
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as the only entrance because the front is falling in. An eighty year

old blind man owns the house, living with him are his daughter, son-

in-law, and five grandsons.

The homes pictured and described are three of many located in

Macon County. These conditions of living would seemingly depress the

occupants beyond human endurance, however, this is not true for most of

the people. They are of course, not satisfied with these conditions but

rather resigned that this is their lot. Despite this lot they are very

warm people and very hospitable. The hospitality shown was a welcomed

surprise to the interviewing tGam, for it was dubitative of tae peoples

reaction to strangers approaching them for interviews. The sound of the

car would bring someone to the door, without a stare or care of identi-

fication, someone would call out to the team, "Get out and come on in".

They would find chairs, stop their work and listen to everything that we

had to say about the project.

Figure 4. Interviewer talks with resident in the Bell
Quarters Community.
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In Figure 4 an interview is held inside a two-family house

in Bell Quarters. The house has four roam. Two of the rooms are occu-

pied by the interviewees sister. The other two are occupied by the

4 1. ClooLMI "ft A 1
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the baby was only two months old. The bedrooi (also used as the living

area) has two double beds, a bedside table, a trunk, two straight-back

chairs and a fireplace. The house has electvicity but it does not have

running water. There is a spring about 1/8 of a mile from the house

that the community uses to wash clothes. The spring is called 'The

Wash Pool'. Near the pool Are two large tubs and an iron 3"414Y4 pnt .

a nearby fence is used to hang the clothes to dry. Fortunately, the

deserted young mother lives in a family community. The community is

named for her father, who is the community patriarch in every socialo-

gical sense of the word. All of the residents of Bell Quarters are

reIlted to 'Papa Bell' (as he is fondly called by all who know him),

his offsprings: the offsprings spouses and their children, a maiden

paternal aunt and his wife 'Mama Bell'. As a result of Papa Bell's

interest in the project and his influence, the cooperation in Bell

Quarters was very good and four of the residents participated in the

experimental classes.

Figure 5 shows an interview that was held Ade the home of

a Nebraska resident. The setting in this figure is 4pical of the

dilapidated interior of many of the homes in Mason County. The walls

in the houses are seldom plastered. The wood planks are exposed on

the inside, so many of the housewives wallpaper them to make the rooms

attractive. Of course, the paper soon peels and if the housewife can-
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Figure 5. Interviewer talks with resident in the
Nebraska Community.

not buy a matching pattern to patch the wall, then she will patch

it with another pattern.
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Figure 6. Interviewers leaving resik.nce in the
Nebraska Community.
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Figure 6 shows the outside front view of the home pictured Ln

Figure 5c The steps and porch are very much in need of repair and are

dangerous to walk on. The house has three rooms, two bedrooms and a

f ti- b t t tkitehen. hhouse is wred or eleeleity, ui, he faher did ne

have it turned on until an uncle came to live with him about six months

ago. The father did not want to pay the monthly electric bill, but

the uncle had a refrigerator so the father finally decided that ihe use

of the refrigerator was worth the bill. There is an open well in the

back yard for water an an outside toilet. The three rooms are shared

by the father, mother, three sons, who attend elementary school, two

small daughters and an uncle.

In little Texas, as in other Macon County communities, there

exists evidences of poverty. There is a well kept white building in

Little Texas that is said to be the meeting house for the Klu Klux Klan.

Note a single Negro dwelling in Little Texas could compare favorable,

in terms of neatness, sanitary surroundings, and beauty, with the

Klan Club House. There are many areas in Little Texas where it's

residents do not enjoy the conveniences taken for granted by most

modern families. The families that live in the back woods of this

community are n.--)t happy with conditions as they exist but they have

learned to adjust t- them.

Accessibility to the poverty-stricken areas is determined by

weather conditions. The roads are sand and clay. The hard-surfaced

highways have not been laid by the doors of this segment of the popu-

lace. The conditions, as they exist, create a living laboratory for

government agencies with programs that have as their objective,
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"helping the hardcore tmemployed and poverty stricken". Figure 7 shows

a family in Little Texas who knows poverty in the true sense of the word.

Figure 7. Director of Program visits
with fa iaily after tragic

occurrence.

On the first visit to the family in 1964 we found a very

small, visibly undernourished expectant mother. She was 3I years

old, mother of seven, with a philosophy that supported '-,he bearing of

children as long as it was physically possible. The mother died in

childbirth in July, 1965. The child lived and is pictured in the

background of Figure 8, with a foster sister. After the death of the



mother a neighbor moved in (Figure 8) to care for the motherless

family of eight and to act as vire for the widower. The neighbor

(new nother) had four children of her own, making a total of 12

^1.141AvItnrt (V4,-..livs-c. 7 nnel
%flax. \aa.E0AL'.0 w) e

Figure 8. New housewife identified other L'amilies
interested in adult classes.

A total of 658 individuals were interviewed by ;a111 d..oject

interviewers. A sample was selected in three communities to be in

cluded in :lour experimental teaching -josses. All persons that were

included in the teaching process were tested as well a.:3 interviewed.

The interview schedule was very intensive in terms of information

sought. Each respondent supplied the requested information freely.

For some, however, it uas difficult to figure the ages of their

children and the years they finished school. Most families have the

90
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and difficult to present at a moments notice. Consequently, the

the ages of their children. (See Figure 10).

respondents revert to mcmory and counting their fingers to determine

The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale Test NUS) was adminis-

tered to each adult selected for the teaching process. Certain sections

of the 'NUS were frustrating to the respondents. Other sections were

interesting and challenging to them. Figure 11 shows a respondent try-

ing to complete the block design section of the WAIS.

:4171:<`=7- e- ,-
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Figure 11. Respondent works to complete block
design section of WAIS.

A building was secured in each community where classes were

to be taught. It is becoming increasingly difficult to secure buildings

for classroom purposes in the various communitis due to school consoli-
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dation in recent years. Figure 12 shows a building in the Nebraska

Community that was adapLsd for classroom purposes for three months.

Figure 12. Staff members inspect prospective site
for classroom building.

The building proved to be inadequate because of poor

heating and lighting facilities. It served the purpose until a

citizen, who was not participating in the class, made her home

available for classroom space. (See Figure 13). The house in

Figure 13 was used an additional three months for classroom purposes.

Where possible the public school building was used. Figure

114 shows one of the "separate but equal schools" in the Macon County,

Alabama sdhool system that was used by Project D-1841 for classroom

space. The school building (Figure 14) was located in the Brownville

Community. The pot-belly stove was the sole source of heat and the
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Figure 13. A citizen of Nebraska made this house
available for classroom space.
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Figure 14, Project Director leaves schDol, used for
Adult Classes by Project D-184, after
regular visit.
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el'octric lights' were inadequate. We, as do 69 public school children,

made the best of existing conditions.

1'.

Figure 15. Program. Director discusses subject matter to
be intx.Iduced into class.

The subject matter used in the classes was derived from

various sources. Figure 15 shows the Project Director discussing with

a teacher a special preparatLon entitled, "English and State Government".

The director copied and adapted the material from lessons made available

through the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service. It

was ilmitben at a level to be understood by people who speak English but

have little or no skill in reading. With slight modifications from

its original form it served well for adults who were deprived of the

opportunity to attend school in their early life.
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Figure 16,, Instructor discusses lesson from special
text that she wrote.

One teacher wrote an elementary text booklet and used it in

her classes (Figure 16) . It was entitled, "Life With the Locketts".

The booklet contained a series of short stories that were particularly

common to the everyday life of her class participants. In a sense, it

was a text designed with the student in mind. The stories depicted the

joys, hardships, and successes prevalent in the lives of a southern family

whose lack of education and the finer things of life have had no deteriorat-

ing effect upon they genuine desire to learn more and to better their

financial and living conditions. Each chapter presented a definite family

problem that could exist in may Tuskegee families.

In some classes special preparation by Reader's Digest were

used as 'the text book (Figures 17 and 18). The books covered a variety
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Figure 17. Class participant reads aloud to class
from special Reader's Digest text.

of subjects. They were printed to cover grades ranging from 1 through

8. At the end of each chapter were exercises dealing with mathematics,

_-,

...MM

Figure 18. Teacher aids participant with problem.
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spelling, basic English lessons, etc. The lesson exercises were more

difficult for some participants than for others. Figure 18 shows the

teacher helping a student with a problem. Regardless of how simple

n prnl-anm sAnmAd thp 1..Anchimms wrp nn hand -hn nRint in

solution. A project staff member was usually present at class meetings

Figure 19. Program Director, on regular visit to
class, assists teacher by answering
questions for participant.

and served as teacher aide (Figure 19), The presence of the staff member

allowed for more individual attention per student. Although the teacher

student ratio was very good, the need for intensive individual attention

existed. The teachers made themselves available to the participants at

other than regular class hours to give individual instructions. One

teacher had a regular scheduled period in which she only gave individual

attention. For the most part, participants presented themselves for
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individual instructions voluntarily. (See Figure 20). It was felt that

if individuals attended such sessions voluntarily they brought with them

the will tc learn and the attitude that created conditions conducive

for meaningful learniag to take place.

Figure 20. Participants attend individual attention
session.

There were some participants who were in need of individual

instruction but who had allowed themselves to become victims of in-

feriority complexes. The teacher had a difficult job of conditioning

to do before the participants would volunteer to attend individual in-

structional periods.

Figure 21 shows a participant whose ability to read, write

and solve simple arithmetic problems was improved greatly through

participation in the program. He attended classes reluctantly at

first. The teacher recognized the need for individual instructions

1
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Figure 22. Participant uses overhead projector as she
discusses a lesson.
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The audio-visual aids, although limited in number, were used

extensively in the adult classes. The participants enjoyed working with

the modern machines. For many of the participants it was the first time

they had seen the machines, for this reason, preceding the use of a

modern machine the teacher would discuss its structure and function. In

Figure 22 a participant discusses the lesson with the aid of the over-

head transparency projector.

Figure 23. Teacher prepares to show film.

The motion picture projector was especially useful for the

participants with poor vision. As afore-mentioned, a series of educa-

cational films were shown to the classes. The film technique was one

of several techniques used in the experimental teaching design. In

Figure 23 the motion picture projector is being used by the teacher to

show the scheduled film. Viewing the film also are three project staff

members. The tape recorder as shown in Figure 21, was used to record
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Figure 2)4. Staff member records participants oral
reading lessons.

participants oral readings and class recitations. The tapes were made

periodically for each participant. The participants were amazed, at

each playback, to hear improvement in their speaking abilities. Thf.s

of course gave them added confidence in their ability to improve them-

selves, therefore the tape recorder was an invaluable aid in the

actual teaching process and encouragement to the participants. The

overhead projector, the motion picture projector, and the tape re-

corder were transported for use of all classes. Each classroom had its

on bla,Aboard and it was made full use of in the teaching process.

In Figure 25 a class participant writes the words for study. Note the

heading used on the blackboard, this is the heading desired by the

teacher on written classroom work.
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Figure 25. Participant uses blackboard to write
study words.
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Figure 26. Bro4nville Class doing workbook exercises.
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The class pi(. aired in Figure 26 is one of two classes formed

in Brownville Community. One class was made up of participants age

40 and below, the other class was made up of participants age 41 and

above. The homogeneous age grouping was designed as a means of com-

paring the progress of the respective age groups. The class shown

in Figure 26 constitutes the age group 41 and above. The expression

of serious concentration in Figure 26 is indicative of the desire

of the participants to learn.

Figure 27. Seventy-three year old participant reads
homework assignment.

The participant standing in Figure 27 was most exemplary of

this desire. He is seventy-three years old and completed tile fifth

grade when he attended school as a youth. Unlike many of his peers,

who suffer poor vision, this participant does net wear glasses and

reads fine print very. well. His interest in the basic education classes
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is further evidenced by the fact that he walked two and one-half

miles to class three nights a week. Note in Figure 27 that he carries

a flashlight in his pocket. He lives fax in the back woods and on

moonless nights the flashlight was a necessity. His progress in the

class was outstanding also by comparison with all participants tested,

with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, he scored high. The parti-

cipant standing in Figure 28 was the oldest member enrolled in the

1
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Figure 28. Oldest class participant (82 years
old) reads for class.

adult classes. S;ae is eighty-two >Yars old and holds the record for

perfect 'attendance to class. The male participant seated before her
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is her sixty-three yPar old son. The son who is a leader in his

community, was also a class parti'ipant and was active in helping to

accommodate the adult class in his community.
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Institute. This tour as arranged by the staff as part of a cultural

in front of the

ounder of Tuskegee

established for Project D-1814 and the project staff.
on a tour of the Tuskegee Institute Campus and posed

famed campus monument to Booker T. Washington, the f

w an

The class was

participants pictured in Figure 29 are residents of the Nebraska and

development program designed for the class participants. The class

Bell Quarters communities. Both communities are within a radius of

Pictured in Figure 29 is the first experimental class

Institute Campus

./e

44-4 - ae

Figure 29. Class participants tour Tuskegee

visited campus before this date and none had toured the campus.

twenty miles from Tuskegee Institute, yet few of the participants had
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The highlight of the tour came when project staff members and class

participants dined in the Tuskegee Institute cafeteria, at the regu-

larly scheduled noon meal hour. The participants enjoyed this asso-

ciation with the college students and observing the places in which

they live and learn. A representative of the Tuskegee Institute Student

CounJil welcomed the participants to the campus and expressed the council's

esteem for their participation in the adult program.

T

Est

7.

Lf

Figure 30. Project staff umbers are host to
class participants at dinner.

In Figure 31 the Tuskegee Institute class parti.ipants are

practicing s demonstrational project that uas presented during an open

house. The open house waslzid to inform the community of the adult

class activities and of the progress iiade in basic education. A lesson

in social graces is conveyed with the aid of a poster of pictures that

depict the relative situation. A lesson in mail ordering and check
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Figure 31. Tuskegee Institute class participants
practice demonstration project for open
house
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writing is conveyed with the aid of a poster of filled out mail order

forms and filled in checks and stubs.
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Figure 32. Individual rehearsal for open house.=.4... . ..
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Figure 33. More individual rehearsal.
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Posters tacked on the blackboard in Figures 32 and 33 are the

individual projects of the class participants. Many of the participants

were excited and/or nervous at the prospect of reciting before an audience

so they often practiced with the aid of a fellow class participant:. The

lesson shown in Figure 32 demonstrates fundamentals with numbers. The

lessons shown in Figure 33 demonstrate facts in English usage and film

writeups. The sentences used on the poster "Fact= in English Usage"

were taken from a film on San Francisco, one in a series of educational

films that were shown to the class. The poster "Film Write Ups" is

a written condensation of each of the educational films that were shown

to the class.

mf-ic-Aftw,
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Figure 34. Project coordinator presents certificate
to Brownville class participants.

In an attempt to make the idea of school more rewarding each

participant was given a certificate of participation. A short social

gathering was held following presentation of certificates. (Figure 34).



The certificates were to serve as physical evidence that

participated in the adult class. It was made very clear

the bearer

110

had

to the partici-

Figure 35. Teacher explains to class the significance
of the certificate.

pants that the certificates were not diplomas but certificates of

participation. (Figure 35).

The Tuskegee class was held on the campus and involved

workers from the Tuskegee. Institute Campus housekeeping department.

The, administrators of the housekeeping department were very coopera-

tive in terms of making it possible for the participants to attend

class. Figure 36 shows Dixen Atkins, Housing Manager for Tuskegee

Institute, presenting certificate to a participant who could not

have attended the class without approval of the housekeeping depart-



menu, administration. Figure 37 shows Walter Love of the housekeeping

Figure 36. Dixen Atkins presents certificate to
Tuskegee Class participant.

department presenting certificate of participation to the instructor

of the Tuskegee Class.

Figure 37. Walter Love presents certificate to Tuskegee
Adult Class Imtfuctor.
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Figure 38. A portion of the Nebraska class with teacher
and staff member (standing) pose for picture on
last night of Nebraska clacs.
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Figure 39. Participants attend last feature of
adult progran.
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After presentation of certificates the participants engaged

in a short social period. For the most part, time at the social was

spent telling of experiences with the class, with the close of the

social, the experimental teaching phase of Project D-184 was ended.

A. ADMINISTRATION

1

Figure 40. (Left to right) Robert Rhodes, Interviewer;
Mrs. Janie S. Piland, Coordinator; and, Herman
Franklin, Director, plan weekly interview
itinerary.

The staff members of Project D-184 were issued detailed

job descriptions by the Director at the beginning of the project.

Although each nember strived to do his particular job, a cooperative

effort to insure the ultimate success of the program was also given by

each staff member, Each Monday morning the Director, Coordinator and

interviewer (shown in Figure 40) would plan the weekly interview

itinerary.
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Figures 43 and 44 show the staff members in the process of coding the

data collected on the interview schedules.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY 05'MAJOR, FINDIMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. PURPOSE

The primary objective of this project was concerned with

comprehensively identifying the problems of functional illiteracy in

Macon County, Alabama. The many variables which contribute to.

functional illiteracy were examined is terms m.4' the functional illi-

terate persons, status and self-image, educational lovely economic

and civic activities, health and nutritional practices, etc.

The secondary objective was concerned with conducting a

limited amount of experimental teaching of functional illiterate

persons in three communities. In conjunction with these objectives,

the contracting agency assumed the responsibility of making referrals to

other organizations and agencies in cases where the contracting agency

could give us immediate assistance.

B. BACKGROUND

The setting giving rise to the problem is as alarming as the

problem itself. In 1950, there were 835 non-whites and 35 whites who

were residing in rural communities in Macon County, Alabama who had

not successfully completed a single year of formal schooling, and 3,150

and 170 respectively who had completed less than five years of formal

schooling. In 1960, there were 995 non-white and 50 whites who had

not completed a single year of formal schooling and )4,007 and 506

respectively who had completed less than six years of formal schooling.

Non-whites comprise 84 per cent of the total population in this county.

The background giving rise to the problems of the functional

illiterate persons was further compounded in many socio- .cultural and
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economic aspects. Machines are replacing unskilled men in the factories

with a gathering momentum just at a time when farmers are leaving the

land in great numbers. These displaced farmers are applying, without

skills, for jobs in factories which are laying off, not hiring, the un-

skilled. Mary of the prospective workers cannot be successfully retrained

at their present educational level. There is evidence that the illiterate

persons are being exploited economically and are also being cheated out

of their rights to participate fully as citizens. Still more crucial

within this miserable background of economic, social and educational

insufficiency was the fact that the illiterates on the Bole did not

know where to go for help and the local power structures that were not

completely unconcerned about their problems, stimulated in large part

the vicious circle of exploitation which destroyed the hopes and ambitions

of entire families.

As may be observed from the figures given earlier in this

setian there were numerically more illiterates in Macon County in 1960

than there were in 1950. Like tends to beget like and the tentative

indications were in 1964 when this project started that illiterates were

producing illiterates. As will be discussed in subsequent chapters

the setting giving rise to this study has Changed some but it is still

a long way from the pattern envisioned by the architects of the Great

Society.

C. MAJOR FILTINGS

1. The sample used in this study consisted of 658 functional

illiterate Negro and Caucasian adults. Of the 658 adults comprising

the sample, 478 were females with a median age of 49.5 and 180 were -

males with a median age of 59.5. Three hundred and three (i6 %) indi-
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cated that they were heads of households and of these heads of house.

holds, 144 or 47.5 per-cent were females. Five hundred and one (76%)

of the interviewees had social security numbers even though several

were not paying any social security dims.

2. Among the mc,t significant factors examined in this study

were the educational grade levels of completion reported by the inter-

viewees. Of the 658 participants, 632 (96%) reported that they had

completed the eighth grade or less. It has been found in this study

and others currently in progress on Tuskegee Institute's campus that

there is little or no relationship between reported grades completed

end actual grade equivalent. It is quite common to have a person

reporting that he has completed the twelfth grade and have evidence of

proof, but when tested with the Gray Oral Reading Test his reading

grade equivalent maybe between the third and fourth grade.

3. The reasons why there are so many functional illiterates

in Macon County, Alabama were found to be many and varied. Thinking

only in terms of the schools that were available to the illiterate

adults the conditions giving rise to illiteracy were

a. Students had to be transferred over long distances

from school to school as much as five times before they got

a chance to start the eighth grade. This condition is

still in existence in Macon County, Alabama as of March 31,

1966.

b. Of the 658 illiterate adults comprising the

sample, 554 or 84 per cent had to walk to school; 91 or

13.8 per cent had free transportation and 7 had private

transportation, Three hundred and seventy-nine (57.5%)
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reported that during the rainy Seasons of the year the roads

and/or pathways were impassable and, therefore, they could

not attend school.

c. Three hundred and five (h6.3%) of the 65e resnondents

attended schools in which there were only one teacher and 350

or 22.7 per cent attended schools in which there were only

two teachers. These facts coupled with an abnormally short

school year made it highly conducive for rimy adults tc drop

out of school when they were youths.

d. Some teachers in the Macon County Schools, twenty to

thirty years ago, were not even high school graduates. The

schools, as were indicated by most of the respondents, were

places to socialize and not necessarily an institution de-

signed for teaching or learning.

e. Two hundred and flint ty-nine (145.0 %) of the 658

respondents attended one-room schools, and 150 or 23 per

cent attended two-room schools. In general, the schools

that were available to the respondents were miserably over-

crowded; in addition, overwhelming evidence indicate that the

participants interests and ability were never challenged

while they were in school.

f. The schools the participants attended were, in most

instances, uncomfortable. Four hundred and eighty-three (73%)

of the 658 respondents indicated, that their schools had wood

heaters; and 102 or 15 per cent indicated that their schools

had coal heaters. The fuel for heating the schools was

supplied from various sources; 213 of the 658 respondents
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indicated that the County provided the fuel; 292 indicated

that the community provided and brought fue1to the schools;

140 indicated that the students provided their own fuel, and

13 indicated that the teachers provided the fuel that heated

the schools. Even though heating was inadequate, and still

is, in some of the schools, attendance during the winter months

was always good because the schools were more comfortable

than tile homes from which the adults came.

g. Of the 658 respondents, 21 indicated that they

attended schools in which there were free hot lunch programs,

the rest had to take lunch or did without. The County Govern-

ment exerted little effort in meeting the educational. needs

of the majority group and the majority group ten years ago

had absolutely no voice in the County Government.

4. Of the 658 respondents, 629 indicated that less than $20

-per year was spent by their parents on their (respondents) education.

5. Several reasons were given by the respondents as to why

they dropped out of school. Two hundred and ninety-six of the 658

respondents indicated that they dropped out of school for economic

reasons; 99 dropped out to get married and 63 dropped oat because

they lost interest.

6. Six hundred and twenty of the 658 respondents indicated

that they would go back to school if they had a chance to do so and

511 indicated that they wanted to learn how to read, write and do

arithmetic more than anything else. Even though they wanted to go back

to school; 318 of the 478 females indi3ated that they would not leave

their community to go to school and 99 of the 180 males also said they
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fould not leave their community to go back to school. Indications are,

from this and other studies that Negro females in Macon County are

desperately in need of training; yet, relatively few are willing to

leave home to get the training they need. The implications here are

numerous and most be cleLrly understood before the situation can be

objectively judged. Firstly, the Negro female is the anchor person

in the family; she is responsible for taking care of the children,

grandchildren and maybe one or two old folks who cannot move about.

She is also responsible for growing the home garden which is a very

important entity in the family's food program and most important,

the Negro female in Macon. County, Alabama must always be around to

make decisions on all matters affecting the male (husband) whether he

is there or not. In essence, she is the head of the household who

carries every imaginable responsibility including that of a primary

wage earner. In light of the foregoing discussion, the Negro female

is faced with a difficult decision to make when she is offered trailer;

away from home.

7. The economic status and also the employment pattern of

the respondents were detailedly examined. Seventy-eight of the 658

respondents indicated that they earned over $2,000 per year and 368

indicated that they earned less than $500 per year. Their chief

occupation was farming and/or laborer. Employment for this group of

people is seasonal. and when they are employed they earn from $5 per
week to $60 per week. Seventy-three of the 658 respondents were

receiving public financial. aid from the Macon County Department of

Pensions and Securities. The evidence in somewhat inconclusive but as
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a result of repeated discussions with the respondents, the interviewers

were led to believe that welfare funds in Macon County were not being

given to the most needy families. Some families indicated that "strings"

were .attached to their getting welfare funds. Whether the families were

right or wrong, the fact is that significant changes have taken place

in disbursing welfare funds. The economic status of the functional

illiterates in the county is probably as bad as the poorest throughout

the country; however, these people have hope at this time that they did .

not have when the project began. They see clearly the intentions of the

Federal Government and tie County Government even though the State

Government might be belligerent towards programs designed to improve

the masses. It is evident that in the relatively near future) the net

annual income of all residents in Macon County will be Increased and

wages will be more in line with services rendered.

8. Most community activities revolve around the churches

in the rl.ral areas. Of the 658 respondents, 632 are members of churches.

The churches are very well supported taking into consideration the very

poor circumstances under which the respondents live. Three hundred and

twanty.zeven or 68 per cent of all female respondents and 115 or 64

per cent of all male respondents indicated that they contributed over

$15 eacli anrually to their churches, yet only 78 or 12 per cent of all

respondents had annual income of over $2,000. Only 26 of the 658

respondents indicated that they discuss their spiritual and private

problems with their ministers; yet the church is still the most power-

ful organization in the community. The rural churches serve on one

hand as an outlet for pent-up frustrations and failures and on the

other hand as the major tranquilizing force for groups of persons
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who have been conditioned to believe that life on earth is destined to

be miserable. Had it not been for the influence of the rural churches

in Macon County, it is possible that the energies of the culturally

deprived persons would become +.11A most destructive force in the - County.

As it now stands, the functions of the rural churches beyond their

spiritual. endeavors cannot be substituted. The rural preacher in

Macon County, Alabama, in general, is not a lettered man; he has never

been to college, but he keeps up with current events and the responsi-

bilities df his office by attending regularly on Tuesday nights the

Religious Extension School sponsored by l'askegee Institute. This

service which is of no etarge to the participants is available at Tuske-

gee 'institute to ministers throughout the State.

9. Two of the major problems of illiterate persons in Macon

County, Alabama were found to be (a) the attitude of the State and

CounV Government towards the illiterate Negroes and Caucasians, and

(b) the complete lack of cormuni cations between the two races. The

State and County Government (Alabama, and Macon County) adopted a

paternalistic approach to Negroes and illiterate Caucasians and have

given the rest unparalleled to freedom to dominate and exploit when-

ever, wherever, and whosoever that they can dominate and exploit.

The illiterate Caucasit, still within the shackles of his ignorance

has been corralled :)y unworthy organizdtions which preach hate,

which exploits- them but which keep them well-organized. The illiterate

Negro is even less fortunate; he has the church which is overly expen-

sive to hin but which helps to control his emotions but he has no

organization to free him from economic and social stragulation. It is
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evident, that a paternalistic government such as the one that was in

existence in Macon County when this project started sees the poor and

the illiterates in their rightful places in society. The illiterate

Negroes who have suffered for years from the pangs of deprivation

have no less hate in them than do Caucasians who are illiterate.

The fundamental difference is that the Negro churches exert an effect-

ive effort in controlling and tranquilizing hate while the same cannot

be said of the illiterate Caucasian and their organizations. This

question was asked of all participants, "What would you want to do

most now if you had a chance to do it?". The answers as would be

expected were interesting and varied but one Negro lady replied,

"Kill every white man if I had a chance to do so". Several other

answers, though not worded in the same fashion indicated that hate was

equally Imbedded in the Negro illiterate. 'Meaningful lines of cormuni-

cation beyond the master-servant relationship have almost been non-

exisf.,ent. The Negro does not accept the fact that economic change is

slow and that social change is slower and the Caucasians do not intend

to accept changes voluntarily.

10. Teaching and testing a relatively small number (18) of

the functional illiterates were carried out with a high degree of

success. The teaching was done on an experimental basis and the two

standardized tests used were the Wechsler Adult Intelligence 5:92e and

the Gray Oral Reading Test. Briefly, the findings will relate them-

selves to (a) class participation, (b) attendance, (c) teacher evalu-

ation of participants, (d) differences in grade equivalent between

the first results of the Gray Oral Reading Test and its final results
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(e) changes in IQ as measured by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

before the teaching process began and at the close of the teaching

process, and, (f) the participants and teachers reaction to the teach-

ing program.

a. Class Participation

All the assumptions that functional illiterates will not

voluntarily and freely participate in educational discussions,

tours, and maintaining their educational building were found

to be wrong in this study. It is believed that the approach

used in this study was responsible for the high degree of

participation. The teachers had previous experience in

teaching adults and above all they were dedicated. persons who

could emphathize and .comnicate with the participants. All

three teachers, one cf whom had a Master's degree and the

others, several hours beyond a Bachelor's degree, spend quite

a few hours per week visiting the participants and counseling

them in their hones. The evidence seems to indicate that

the attitude and training of the teachers along with the

voluntary counseling program which they instituted are largely

responsible for the high degree of class participation.

b. Class Attendance

The four classes that were set up catered to 118 adults

in groups of 23, 31, 33 and 31. It was originally planned

that no class should have more than 20 participants, assuming

that there would be a 25 per cent attrition, the teachers

would. not have more than 15 illiterates in aay one class.
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The attrition rate anticipated did not occur; the overall

attrition rate for the first semester (February through May)

was eight per cent as against the 2 per cent that was antici-

pated. The attrition rate for both semesters wa -47=1147-4-r,

per cent but this included those peAeticipants who were

referred to other programs.

c. Teacher Evaluation of Pczticipants

For purposes of this project evaluation was a two.aw4y

continuous process. Participants had a chance to evaluate

some of their own work and the teachers evaluated the partici-

pants work in detail . A complete file was kept op. each

participant and at various periods the oeverhead transparency

projector was used to show the participants their first hand-

writing in the class as compared to their current writing.

The crucial factors in evaluating the work cf functional

illiterate persons rests with the regularity with which the

work is evaluated and the ability of the teacher to point out

progress and Watt( to mention failures as such. The methods

used to evaluate the participants were primarily simple

quizzes, observations made by the teachers, and the degree

to which participants became interested in solving some of

their everyday problems. .The teachers had to observe changes

in cleanliness (coming to class in clean clothes, even if they

are old, taking a bath before coming to class, etc.) mannerism,

speechp topics discussed informally, and so forth. In one

center (Tuskegee Institute) the participants requested to be
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taught how to ',figure" interests on loans as a result of that

request, the participants in the four centers were used to

very elementary training in the wise use of money. As of this

tine, the participants no longer endorse a check before they

get to the bank; they no longer sign (or I) a document before

they get someone to read it or explain it to them and they

have ceased buying recklessly on a time payment plan. The

participants have only been introduced to learning in a

formal setting, but taking into consideration the progress

made, they have covered immeasurable grounds.

d. Differences in Grade Equivalent (First and Second
Oral Reading Test)

The Gray Oral Reading Test was adrenistered to the u8

participants the second week after classes began-. The idea

was to administer the test to all again at the end of the

teacbirg process but this was not possible because of several

reasons. Forty-one participants wh.o had the (hay Oral Reading

Test twice showed an average gain of l03 in grade equivalent.

When the teaching started, the forty-one participants were

averaging a grade equivalent of 3.9; at the completion of the

teaching process their average grade equivalent was 5.2,, The

gain in grade equivalent ranged from 0.2 to 5.3; the four

highest individual gains in grade equivalents were 5.3, 4.9,

14.2, and 3.7 and the ages of the participants showing these

gains were ill., SO, 34, and 61 respectively. In general!, it

has been observc,.r in this stuct that ab grade equivalent in-

creases comprehension decreases, and the reverse is also true.
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Again, the four highest gains in grade equivalent were 5.3,

4.93 4.21 and 3.7 and the comparable gains in comprehension

were, -14.0, 1.0, -8.5, and .41.0 respectively. The composite

loss in terms of comprehension of the four best readers is

32.5 points. By the same token, there were seven of the 41

'participants who showed an average loss in grade equivalent

of 0.6 and they had an average gain in comprehension of 3.6

points.

The investigators relied heavily on the results of the

Gray Oral Reading Test to help egtermine which of the four

classes learned more in terms of reading. At the beginning

of the teaching process each of the four classes had an

average grade equivalent of 4.5, 3.9, 3.7, and 3.6 ant at

the end of the teaching process each of the four class had

an average grade equivalent of 6.3, 5.41 4.4, and 4.9

respectively. The average gains in grade equivalent per

class were, therefore, 1.8, 1.5, 0.7, and 1.? respectively.

It should be noted that the most significant gain in grade

equivalent was achieved in the class where the participants

had the highest grade equivalent 04.5) to begin with and

this is also the class in which only objects and films were

used as teaching devices. The question must be raised as

to what accounts for the poor showing of the class which

only improved to the extent of 0.7 grade equivalent. The

discussion on pages 8 through 9 under subsections two and

three indicates the experiment which manifested such poor
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results (0.7) on the one hand and good results (1.5) on the

otter. The experiment was designed to find out if younger

persons 140 years old and below could absorb more in two

thirds of the time than older persons 41 years old and above.

It was also designed to determine if a small cash incentive

offered on a competitive basis to the older group only would

make any difference in terms of learning. The older group

was given from 10 to 15 cents per class period depending on

performance as measured at the.end of each week which carries

three class periods and the younger group which met twice per

week got nothing in terms of monetary incentive. post all

other variables were kept constant; both classes met in the

same building, they had the same teacher, the identical in-

structional materials, and the same amount and type of

material was covered. Additionally', in an effort to control

as many variables as possible, the classes were scheduled

at the same hour every evening and a tape recorder was used

to help the teacher maintain consistency in her teaching

procedures.

The older participants showed an average increase in

grads equivalent of 1.5 while the younger group showed an

average increase of 0.7 which is less than half of the improve-

ment showed by the older group. Was this increase due to the

fact that the older participants got three hours of instruction

per week and the yaanger participants only had two hours and

were exposed to the same amount of material as was the older
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group?- The investigators are dubious as to whether this is

the reason because previous experiments have Indicated that

the rate of learning decreases as age increases; therefore,

for this reason the older participants were given a longer

time to absorb the material. Was this increase due.to the

cash incentive that was given? Here again the investigators

are dubious as to whether the incentive is the real cause for

the magnificent showing of the older participants. Was this

increase due to the way in which the cash incentive was given?

The indications are that this is the chief reasor, for the

increase in grade equivalent among the older group. The .

incentive was set up on a competitive basis; the best performers

got 15 cents per hour; the second best performers got 14 cents

per hour; the third best performers got 12 cents per hour

and the rest got 10 cents per hour.

The investigators recognize that much additional work

is yet to be done in this area of adult leaxning but they are

willing to assume that had it not been for the competitive

factor which was built into the design _y *la gain t ms

of grade equivalent would not have been significantly higher

for the older participants than it was for the younger parti-

cipants.

The implications here are tremendously important for

government agencies and other organizations that are now

embarking upon prograw designed to rid this country of

illiteracy. Giving fixed stipends to functional illiterates

who attend adult education classes will almost certainly
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guarantee good attendance but do stipends motivate the

adult to learn? It is the assumption of the investigators

that stipends do not motivate adults to learn unless they

are prorated and paid td.thin the framework of performance.

e. Changes in IQ as Measured by the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale

The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was administered

to the 118 participants before the teaching process began

and to a random sample of the pal bicipants when the teaching

process ended. All rat seven of the 31 participants in the

random sample showed remarkable increase in their IQs. The

investigators are of the opinion that the increase in IQ is

due primrily to the change in the academic environment of

the participants and the extent to which they were motivated

to think and solve problems.

f. Participants and Teachers Reaction to the Teaching
Program

Of the 118 participants in the classes ninety or seventy

six per cent returned the evaluation and instruments that were

addressed to thorn 13"A EA 1 three teachers returned the instru-

ment that was addressed to them. The evidence was over-

whelmingly clear that the participants enjoyed the learning

experiences and over fifty per cent of the 90 returning

the evaluation schedule indicated that the class periods

were too short. Fifty -nine of the ninety participants re-

turning the evaluation sheet indicated that more people now

come to them and ask for help with things they do not under-

stand than before and all 90 participants indicated that
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they would recommend to their friends to take adult education

classes.

All three teachers agreed that the subject matter offered

was meeting the needs of the participants. Two of the teachers

felt that the participants needed training in reading more

than anything else uhile the other teacher indicated that

civics was needed most.. The teacher who felt that civics was

needed. most was more in line with the majority of the parti-

cipants who indicated that they needed training in civics more

than anything else. In essence, the teaching phase of the

project has been very successful and rewarding to both parti-

cipants and teachers. It is unfortunate that it has ceased

and no further experimentation is being done. Other govern-

ment sponsored adult education programs are now catering to

some of the participants, but the need for educating the

illiterate is still a most crucial one.

11. Information was sought from local government agencies

and voluntary organizations as to what they were doing to ameliorate the

problems of functional illiterate persons in Macon County, Alabama.

The information received was somewhat disappointing. The County Coopera-

tive Extension Service and the County Health Department are doing as

much as they caL within the framework of their policy. Unfortunately,

their policies are not sufficiently liberal education-wise to make any

special effort in helping the illiterates rid thersolves of ignorance.

There is little widence that the present Macon County Sheriff's De-

partment has given any thought that has resulted into very tangible
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evidence of halping illiterate delinquent* and parents, yet, the depart-

ment recognizes that there is a positive relationship between illiteracy

and crime. Questionnaires were addressed to twenty-two voluntary organi-

zations in the County and seven were returned completed. The seven

organizations returning the questionnaire catered to approximately two

thousand persons with educational levels of 12th grade through doctorate

degrees completed. There is evidence that the organizations are class

structured and some of the organizations are not even remotely con-

carried with the problems of the poor and the illiterate. Three of

the seven voluntary organizations conduct classes in reading, consumer

economics, and civics. Two of the organizations give annual scholar-

ship to college students and of these two organizations spend as much

as $1,000 annually in scholarship funds. Finally, the information

seems to indicate the local voluntary and local governmental organi-

zations in general are not overly concerned with the problems of the

functional illiterates.

12. The conditions under which some of the participants live

and learn can be seen and judged from the pictures in Chapter VI. Some

of these conditions are deplorable and one wonders how do people exist

in such settingd.

D. RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations set forth here are those w.ich need immedi-

ate attention and which the investigators feel will have long lasting

effects in improving the conditions of the functional illiterate persons

in Macon County and other areas in Alabama. Based on the findings in

this, the investigators wish to make the following recommendations:
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1. Expose illiterate adults to condnuous programs of formal

education and skills training. In the absence of skills training formal

adult educational classes would only serve to create intelligent under-

employed land unemployed laborers.

2. ,Government policy in giving subsistence or stipAnds to

persons who participatein adult education proirams should be changed.

Instead of prorating the allowances in terms of family size, the

allowances should be prorated in terms of performance in the training

situation. WW should carefully consider the feasibility of providing

for stipends in our °Anion. it is highly needed and will accelerate

any badic education program.

3. Administrators of County Governments (County Commissioners,

Mayors, Sheriffs, School Superintendents, Officials of Department of

Pensions and Securities, Health Department Officials, etc.) should be

required to attend a three-week workshop on college campuses through-

out the State in which they would be exposed to lectures and dis-

cussions by the riost competent and non-biased lecturers on relevant

subjects relative to their role and respo)isibilities in liberalizing

education for U. These workshops should continue over a five-year

period during which time objective judgments could be made as to any

changes in the policies of the various counties and the conditions of

the illiterates.

I. Higher institutions of learning and other concerned agencies

should initiate programs for self-help housing along with federally em-

ployed guidance counselors for the poor and illiterate families throughout

the many poor counties in Alabama.
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5. Special attendion should be given to illiterate adults

who are victims of the share -,:xopping system in the many Counties in

Alabama. Many people are in semi-slavery and even though this project

attempted to reach all in Macon County, many landlords hold their tenants

in a completely closed society, and are compelled to live in a world of

fear and deprivation.

6. Teachers, Counselors, and other personnel who are to work

with functionally illiterate adults must be carefully selected by

"experts" if maximum remits are to be achieved. After selection two

or three months on-the-jobioff-the-job training would not by any means

be too much for them.

The foregoing recommenciations, if put into full scale effect

will no doubt begin to ameliorate the problems of the illiterate persons

and may give them an opportunity to make their contributions to America.
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9. Are you now:

YES NO Number of Times
A. Legally married?

0.M0110.41O1,MMIO

B. Common-Law marriage?
OMMOMMIIMAIM.

C. Legally divorced?
gm...2n

D. Legally separated?
ONVIEWINIA SAIIMMIPM

E. Separated?
eall111910 AMP 1110!1.10

F. Widowed?
1111111111M V=IIMAIMMUMISODIMINIONIO

G. Single?
1111011111M11 41=1.1MIUXIMMMIED

10. Number of your own children alive and are living in your house.

Boys None

10a. Ages of Boys

10b. Ages of Girls

Number a.lire anywhere:

10d. Ages of Boys
./1111E21=INW

10e. Ages of Girls

CRIMENIPMEMII

WrINIIMMMEMENEMIMENCM21111.==WMIEIMNM111MICP.27 41111121ECIMICIMIP,

.4121NNO7=1/

What were their ages when they left home:

10f. Boys

10g. Girls
11=1111111MIMMINIMIIM

10h. Addresses of all children away from home:

ASK ALL RESPONDENTS:

10c. Number of children dead . None

10i. How many other persons living in the house with you apart

from your wife? None



Ages of persons living in the house with you apart from your wife:

10j. Males.

10k. l'estia2es.

10 1. Are they related to you? Yes No

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Highest C :ade
Completed Present

Sex &e. Public Private Year Occupation Address

11. Respondent's

Wife's
or husband's

11b. Children

11c. Sisters

lid. Brothers

12. If respondent"s highest grade is 8th or below, then ask would you
care to isrprove yotr reading and writing skills? Yes No

If YES, answer following:

12a. If classes or educational discussion groups are held in di
school in, or near your community will you attend? Yes io

12b. Can you arrange to meet these classes or ettscussion groups?

1. Between working hours

2. After working hours

3. Day

14. Evening

5. Hour A .M . P.M.

12c. Is there any day, (evening) that you could not attend these
discussion groups or classes? Yes No

AIMBNI..1-77iNgszINNIN

12d. What day or evening and why?
NOMICNINI102,6111411111



12e. Where in this community would be the best places to meet for
our discussion groups?

1.

2.e.

12f Who in this conraunity would be the molt aualified persons to
tksach you how to read and write?

42:1011132111almE.AMMIIII111111711[71711PRIMMIIMEN.IIIIMIS:italen11111

If NO, answer the following:

13. Have you found it lifficult and hard to arrange to improve your
reading and writing skills?

Wag101,01WOO M .611.0=MWMIWOM

13a. Would you like to be able to understand and read the newspaper,
magazines, the Bible, Great Books of America and so forth?

Yes No

13b. If no, why?

MIMI, WO irk,

11111111111111MINIEND

OZMIVIR211111102210121=1,111M.19i? WilMMICZNIIIIIINMINLOIX

131111N1111

13c. When was the last time you read a book, magazine, newspaper,etc.?

=MIIMOMdRiOmmIllnO AtIONEW,or iMMILISIORZCZIN

ASK ALL RESPONDENTS:

13d. Do you think that your ability to read and write is as good as
you want It to be? Yes No

13e. Have you had any kind of local help (friends, relative, etc.)
in teaching you to read and write? Yes No

13f. Have you ever felt that if you could read better you could
handle y o u r o w n affairs p r i v a t e l y a n d better? Yes No

13g. When you have something to read that you cannot read well and
understand to whom do you go for help?

IF THE RESPONDENT NEVER ATTEIDED SCHOOL SKIP TO QUESTION 27 AND CONTINUE

114. How far away was your school from your homo? (Miles)

15. Did you have free bus transportation? Yes No



Za. Did you have private transportation? Yes No
117115=111111111111111121111=111111

35b. Did you walk to school? Yes No,

l5c. Was there a good road from your home to the school? Yes No

15d. Was this road often closed or impassable during unfavorable
weather? Yes No

16. How many teachers were in your school?

17. How many rooms were in your school?

18. About how many students were enrolled in your school?

18a. About how many students were enrolled in your class?

18b. What is the number of the smallest class and largest class you
have ever been in?

siRECWIE

MrsommIZOINININIP111111.0

41=11110311.1111211111MIERMIMIP

19. How was your school heated?

20. Was your school comfortable warm? Yes No

20a. Was fuel provided by the County? Teachers?
Pupils? or Local Members o

20b. Was there a hot lur,Jh program in your school? Yes No

If YES, ask 20c through 20g -- If NO, ask 20h through 20k.

=.ariet7----

20c. Did you have to pay for the lunch Yes

20d. How mach?
.411011=1MINLTIIIIMOMCaIRINIMINII=D 1111118111NIIIII

4111162111.111M

20e. Suppose you could not pay, does that wein you cfrad not, eat?

20f. Were you always able to pay? Tes, NO

20g. What happened to you if you could not pay?

.#111 Ii EIN.INIMINNIUMIZINI NO

NO replies to 20, answer the follvoing:

20h. What arrangements did you make for lunch while you were in
school?

20i. About hew much per week were your parents (guardians) spend-



lag for your lunch while you were in school?

20j. Did you always have sufficient food to eat? Yes No

20k. at chiefly were you served for lunch while you were in
school?

MININIIIENINIMMIN21121111Ca VasvIzEILIMEINEVat

21. Were reading books provided free of cost? YE., No
4157.0011,11111111111=o

21a. Did you always have all the reading books, writing paper, pencil,
etc" that you needed while you were in school? Yes No

21b. About, how nru.ch per year would you guess that your parents spent
on reading books and other educational materials for you?

Nothing
IMIIIMPILIZEIN01111:1101.11112CMIMI.

ac. Did you have reading books? Yes

21d. If so, how ad you get them?

22. Did you participate in any extra-curricula activities such as

a. 4-H Club Yes
1.11:1=21MCSIIV.

b. If no, why not?

No

c. Boy or Girl Scouts? Yes. No

d. If no, why not?

MUNIIIMIP11,WMPl 3111tal=1111011C=IMAllilrilnrI6

IllealclICIRIMEEZIMMIIMOMVISEVIA

M102~2.,2MOOff wismamilniMPINI/OMM621611MlAlogcNrfailtr-ILAIGIIIMINirilaei31.Zifne

e. Little League Basobali? Yes NO

f. If no, why not?

Amainowermovvmmin

V

VIIMMOMMINP-M.P.....1111M,W7111MMIlv=M.91,===100

g. School Band? Yes Eo

Ii. If no, why not?

SuLmd.ng Classes? Yes

1111111111011111KM: IMIIIIMAINIMENEWINMINc7MINIMISSIE11111KIIMOVICWVIIIN11,

No



j. If no, why not?

111011alermP

ANIORMINIMIIMPOr

=nowlioner .IIIMEINI.101111101,

k. Others (specify)
.1011MkarVa40VaNIVIW.O.. %. wirdIIMILlIleM11011ME

VIM. MOW Ammilmgemmommmeasom-sfammilsmemsrammilm.mommilmr. 'MEMO, 111111110

23. If respondent has never participated in any extra-curricula activi-
ties, ask wily?

ANOM!MO .I1M20.10131MIIMMINIMINOmUlimmrAllow

24. Have you.ever had problems with any of your teachers? Yes )lo
24a. If yes, What kinds of problems, describe them as best you

can?

...11WO=1.W.M.I.W.040..0.1MMM=K

V11111111111411MNIMINIMIL.1111111MLAIMMEINELICICEINIIMmer alM101

25. What would you say now were the chief reasons why you stopped attend-
ing school?

%MIMI NINII2VOCS

26. Would you go back to school if you had a chance to go balk? Yes

No

If YES, ask the following:

26a. What are some of the things you would want to learn most?

26b. by those things?

If NO, ask the followirg:

26c. Why?

VICISOMINICP0,1CCIRMIIMICIPRIDim

AWMOINIVRIPOWMMIDIMMAIWIMMOAMSWAMMIIWPMW

AMID

012111111MILIIUSIZN

-eallcumervor.sirme

INIIVIMISIIIIIIIIIIA111111111611.111111.11141VISMIONsINSINININe

27, Could (can) your parents read and write? Yes No

Yes No
Father only NOWIPAIRMISWOONwfWMISMIWAIRMIIMMIANIMMusammommyragmaammainmamm...m-,*

28. Do you have any relatives and friends who might be interested in
learning to read and *write? Yes No

-1111111111:0MOIMP 411113111011111411MsmaYMONMNO .1.2~Milelatlawa311141CIIIMORINII&IlimMilli

ftve their names and addresses:

,O7 Mb



AMMONNINM

:Name

MAIlwomoM.WMM_ .

Address

mollowome....sm MOM. NMIARIANMsming

AIMNONMI=NNIMome=MoomoMao2=NNwrNOMat=1=Mmow.....o NAMMANAMI

ANININIMNIM

29. Can you figure the exact amount a loan costs you? Yes No

If MS, ask the following:

29a. Suppose you borrowed $100 at 5per cent per annum, what would
the interest be? $15 $50 $5 1 or $25

251). It may be that we could do something to improve your number
skills. Who in this community could be used to teach you
your number skills?

ANNINamma

29c. To whom do you go for help when you have too many figures to
nandle?

If NO, ask the following:

29d. Would you like to learn? Yes.. No

29e. viho in this ccrannity could be used to teach you nuiber skills?

ANWIP S.wwwwomwwwww.Nowsww.

NINANNIMOMOMM-.0MINIMINAMMINOMMmONNM

29f. Why do you not want to learn?
IMAM IMMNININIMMWAIMMANNIM

29g. To whom do you go for help lien you have too many figures to
handles

30. Suppose you had azi opportunity to learn a trade after your reading,
writing and number eldlls have been improved; what trade would be
your 1st choice? 2nd choice
3rd choice? MsoNNANIMIONNINOINNA

. Would you be willing to leave home from one to two years to learn
this trade you want to learn most? Yes

31a. If YES, what arrangements would you make for your family while
you are away lesrning this trade?

31b. If NO, why not?

WINICIONNA ANN



CIVIC AND POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT

32. Do you feel at this time that the government is making an efort to
help all the people of this country? Yes No

If YES, ask 32a through 32c. If NO, ask 32d and 32e.

.32a. Indicate the ways in which the govenlment sis helping you and
your oozrararaty? 1111011Nr.

32b. Suggest other ways in which the government may help you and
your community. 11011131M.11111==1MS

32c. What are you doing to help your on community?.

32d. Suggest the best ways through which the goverment can help you
and your conmmnity?

1111.11.

32e. gnat are some of the thins that you are doing to help your
community?

33. In general what is the best thing that everybody in the community
can do to make this a better place in which to live? I

314. Are you now a registered voter? Yes

If YES, ask the following:

No
,MMOOSIII2 ImIsmo .1111011111

3ha. Do you think being able to vote is one way in which you can
help your community? Yes No

34b.

314c. If no, why not?

-sedworassa

If NO, ask the following:

314d. Would you like to be a registered voter and be able to vote?

Yes No

31&e. Have you ever tried to get registered? Yes

.9.

No

INCIN111111.111.

111111111111 1=1/MTAINE1111111111111111.



34f. Why were you rejected?

.11."1011111111 ellEMMINNII=MINIMI11. 1.171110M

34g. Do you think being able to vote is one way in which you can
help your community? yes No

35. Are there any members of your family who can vote? Yes No
MR/IWOM~IMM

36. Give me the names and addresses of your friends and relatives who
are of voting age and cannot vote.

Name Address

4= ANCIMMIINIONNt

INIMMONIIIIIIIIICIFICWTIMMINIMINIra MO

A111111211MMMDRIKAIINIMMIlk

010M111 .10 011111011010 .11110191111111110111111K

e1162221a member ar.my of the following...meizations:

37. Civic Organization?

37a. Fraternities?...

37b. Lodges?
4011111.

37c. Farm Organizations?

37d. Saving Club?

37e. Social Clubs?

01

111110111111111.1

...M1

37f. Professional Organizations?

37g. Others?

37h. Are there any parks, picnic grounds or recreation centers
available to you in this community? Yes

If yes, Name

.611N

11=1,6.11111E

INIMI1,.

37i. What do you do for recreation?

410=11

no

SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS

38. Are you now employed? Yes , then answer the following:

38a. Full time or part time?

38b. Name and address of present employer

-10-



38c. Present occupation?

38d. How long have you been in your present job?'Ymonths ears

NOW

weeks

38e. Han your employer ever encouragefi you to contirme or impriwo
your eciucaticn? Yes No

(SKIP TO QUESTION 141 AND CONTINUE)

NO

39. Why

, then answer the following:

39a. Are you now drawing unemployment insurance? Yes

-MININIIIMINOININEW7

39b. If not, have you eve:. applied? Yes No

39c. Why have you never applied?
MIMINIU111,'""

140. Are you now receiving public assistance from the Depaztment of Pen-
sions and Securities? Yes No

If NO, skip to 40h.

Which of the following are you now receiving?

40a. Old Age Pension? I40b. Aid to the Blind?

40c. Aid to Dependent Childeen? 140d. Aid to Children in
Foster care?

40e. Aid to permanently and totally disabled?

140f. Medical Assistance for the Aged? I40g. Others...,

40h. Hays you ev?rxeceived public assistance and it was stopped?

401. What kind of assistance was it and why was it stopped?

.11110.4041111111..

Ins MEM, Vaa-INNINNIN

140j. Have you ever applied for public assistance?

140k. Do you think you need public assistance tc help you overcomethe difficulties you are note encounteringre Yes No

140 1. How would you go about applying for public assistance, where
could you go first and to whom would you speak?



4.7

40m. Are you quite satisfied that, if left alone, you will overcome
your difficulties or is it a situation where you are thinking
that you are hopless? Let's talk about it some.

Skip to 43 and continue.

hi. What is your rate of pay ?$ $ $ $ $
-Hour Day Week Month Year

42. How many hours per day do you work on the jobs?

47. Did you work everyday (Monday thr.a Friday)? Yes

48 Why didn't you work everyday?

4

50. What kinds of work can you do best?

51. Is your spouse presently employed? Yes then ask following:

). Why did you leave your last job?

Hour Day Week Month leMba---..

No

43. How long have you ever held a job?
weeks mm=U-- years

44. What was this job?
A11I.

US. Name and address of last employer.ays
46. What gas your rate of pay? $ 1$ 1$ $

51d. Has your spouse's employer ever encouraged (him, her) to con-

No

51e. Has she (he) ever tight employment?. Yes

51f. Where and to whom id yttur spouse to to seek employment?

tinue (his, her) education? Yes

st-dhen ask following:

Hour ay Week Month

No

No

AMER

Sla. Name and address of present employer?

51b . Spouse s Occupation?
lecMciM Zaino

51c. Rate of pay? $ k .9 $ $

-12-011108111



51g. Why do you think your spouse was not successful in getting the
job(s) applied for?

5m. Why has spouse not sought employment?

53. What kinds of work can your spouse do best?

55. What are some of the things you would like to do to better your

chances for employment?

spouse's chances for employment? ......-

5t. What are some of the things you would like to do to better your

56. On the average, over the last two years about how much did you and
your spouse earn?$, $ _ , $ , $

Daily ee1WFiy oiay ea17-73--.y.

Do you own any of the fallowing o _rties:

57. Home? , If yes- No cf Rooms (excluding kite-hen)
Estimat7F7alue of home$

41MMIIIMMINMMIP

57a. Farm? . If yes, no. of acres . estimated value $ 1

Annual net income from farm y
4=1,PZNOINNIMRSIMININEEVICI

SM. Business? . If yes2 what type? estimated value $

57c. Part-owner of business? , what type? 2 net income $

57d. Car? . If yes: yittn*- make

57e, Track? . If yes, year make

57f. Farm Machinery? . If yes, what kind

57g. Business Machinery? . If yes, what kind
Estimated value of mTbEinery

57h. Part-owner of a home? . If yes, no. of rooms (excluding Idt-
chen) estimated value of your share of home

57i. Part-owner of a farm? . If yes, ao. of acres , estimated
value of your share ormrarm $ 2 annual net-Scam $

57j. Pair: or business? . If yes, what type and estimated value
of your share of MrSird.ness $

Do o2.1....1lease anzfit.the

58. Home . If yes, no. of rooms (excluding kitchen)
how miCrE7c7u pay $ per

ANNIIMIO

-13..



58a. Farm . If yes, no. of acres , how much do you
pay $ per estimated yearly net income $

58b. Business . If yes, type of business , how much &
you pay per , estimated annual income 4

SSIMMO

58c. Part of business, If yes, what type of business
lease to you pay $LJAWV Pe and estimated

yearly net income from business
ONIMMINAM .0.101.

Do yolixtuag. of the folitiAm securities:

59. Checking Account? 59a. Sa?-1;Los Account?

59b. Goverment Bonds.

59e. Life Insurance? If yes, ask 59d and 59e..1":707M.M21:19211gh

59d. Premiums paid $ $ $
Weekly Monthly Quarterly Half- yearly Yearly

59f. Educational Insurance for a.ssws
59g. Amount on each child

59h, Burial Insurance? Amt. on husband $

471.11101MO

Wife $

59i. Titability Insurance on Car? Collision and upset?

59j. Yearly premium? 59k. Property insurance?
NINB

59 I. Yearly property insuranc:e premium-4'

59n. Stocks or shares?
aliMMCCr.

59o. Member of Savings and Loan Assoc.?

59p. If yes, What Assoc.?

59q. If yes, who recommended you?

59r. Member of Credit Union?

AMINNIZEMEOPROIMIIIIIM111

...MillaMINM,0111=1:1111/11011"1111111111:11111111eSt

59s. If yes, what Credit Ur4^,1?

59t. If yes, who recommended you?
111111

60. For small loans, ($2 - $5) to whom do you go far help? (FrieLds,
relatives and others) ? Be specific and give names.



60a. Do you have to pay interest on such small loans?

60b. About how much interest would you pay on $5.00 for one week?
$ . Explain your repayment arrangement.

111111111MaIGVIIIMEDAPILINISMNIMLIIMOICIMMM11.

60c. Do you feel that the rate of interest you pay is high?

60d. Why?

61. Do you manage to pay off all debts in allotted time?

if yes, answer 61a and 61b:

61a. Do you have any savings after paying off all debts?

61b. If no why?

If No, answer 61 c and 61d.

61c. Why?

bid. What arrangements are usually made for payment?

Questions for sharecroppers only:

62. How many years have you been a sharecropper?

62a. With whom do you sharecrop? Name
Address

62b. What crops and/or livestock do you share?

(2c. How many acres do you sharecrbp?

62d. How -do you go about calculating your share?

1 I I 1 M M 1 1 M 1 A 1 MI O 0 X 121 1171 I I SEM I =0 MI I MM.

IIIIIIII

62e. At the end of a year do you always come out win
splitting even? gaining?

62f. If you always come out owing, how much do you now owe the
person with whom you sharecrop? $......._

0
-11.111h.

62g. What do you feel are the causes why you are always owing at
the end of the year instead of gaining?

62h. How do you plan to change the situation?
I,

62i. For small loans ($2 - $5) to whom do you go for help? Be
specific



Ask all interviewees the following questions:

Ea ,you have of the heslowin facilities in

63. Telephone

63a. Bathroom
63b. Inside toilet
63c. Privy (outside toilet)--
63d. Running hot water
63e. Running cold water
63f . Ele ctric lights
63g. Central heating
63h. Television
63i. --------- --
63j. Open well for water
63k. Hand pump for water
631. Carry water from spring

or central point
63m. Deep Freeze
63n. Refrigerator
63o. Sewing Machine
63p. Gas space heat
63r. Oil space heater
63s. Coal space heater-- - --

Now

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

Yes No

our home?

Number

:1121.
011C111111:11amlo

OMMI

1=1
MIMMENEW1===.711

.111111111111.11M1W-,NO

1=1115.

=11110

=1=1111.1111wISZIMI..M01IMICw

think well and tell me as accurately as you can about the following:

How much tax do you pay annually? $

How much rent do 7ou pay annuall5e$

How much do you earn annually? $

VILINTIM

How =eh does yoqr wife earn annually? $

How much do your children earn annually? $

How h does the entire family earn annually? $
AMININEMOIIMMINIMM.

70. How much do you and your family spend annually for food? $
clothes $ . furniture $ linuor $ , automobile

church $ Scharrooks newspaper $
m ire (repairs)Tm°

gas
auto-

71. Now think well again for a moment and give me as accurately as you
can the following information. After you have handled all your ex-
penses over the year, how much do you have left? $

BACKGROUND

72. What is your religious preference?



ir=w- maDmw11 6=14 .)ASa.1)

72a. Are you a member of any church?

7Th. If yes, give name of church.

72c. Give name and address of minister

72d. About how many members are in your church?

72e. How often does your minister meet his congregatioa?

72f. About how much do you give to the church .annually? $

72g. Have you ever gone to your minister to discuss your personal
and spiritual problems? !es (See 72h) No (See 72i)

aNSBENDIENS

72h. What kinds of personal problems did you talk about?

72i. Why?

Are your children presently participating in any of the following activi-ties?

73. 4-H Clubs? 73a. Schoo3. sports?

73h. Church Activities? 73c. 1.3y or Girl Scouts?

73d. Little League Baseball? 73e, School Band?

73f. Swimming Classes? 73g. Others?

MEDICAL HISTORY

74. What is your height? feet

74. What is your weight?..powads.

71410. Have you any disabilities at the present?

714e. If yes, what disabilities have you?

111111111EMMIC.

1111111=10

74d. Are you under treatment now, for an illness?

74e. Do you have a family doctor?

7)f. Doctor's name and address
.1111:111311111111110111.11i-

What hospital or clinic have you visited for treatment?

711h. Are you now in good health?

-17-

MIL 11111111=11



74 1. Have they had the Tuberculin Skin Test? Yes No

714i. When was your last chest X-Ray?
sINNIIIVMM1111AMW, CCONWIAMNIIIMMMIPMNO

714j. Your spouse's last chest X-Ray? ..............

714k. Have your children been X-Rayed? Yes No

Respondent DATE Spouse DATE Children DATE
gaRari

7hra. Where did you go to take the X-Ray?

Have you and your family had the following immunizations:

75. Small Pox:

. WIDONOMMIIMISIM

111111311.& We ear mresais

aCIsSmTICaIOeNaIMrPgervMe

IKIMIC.I'IINEEVONIM

75a. Diptheria

75b. Tetanus

75c. Polio

ION D

76. How often do you have your teeth checked?

75f. If you did not go to the Public Health Department, then why not?

76a. When needed

-

76c. Oftener

II

75d. Where did you gat these immunizations?

75e. If you did go to the Public Health Department for your chest
X-Rays and immunizations, did you receive any other medical
services while you were there? Be specific. ........._- -- ,........ -......

76b. Once a year. 76d. Never

77. Your children' s teeth?

77a. When needed 77c. Oftener

77b. Once a year rd. Never

?7e. Are your teeth in good condition? Yes

78. Who prepares the meals at your home?

78a. Has she (he) "had any help in learning to prepare balanced meals?
(Such as from high school home economics teacher, home demon -
stration agents, etc.) Yes No

No

.........

111+1113.1.011 Alia

IWIN

411WIP.00111

111

78b. Do you feel that your meals are balanced? Yes No

-18-



78c. How many meals are served a 47 in your home?

78d. Breakfast, what constitutes the meals served?

78e. Dinner, what constitutes the meals served?

78f. Supper, what constitutes the meals served?
Do your school age Children eat lunch?

79. ".`..n school

79a. At home?

79b. At nearby store?

79c. Take lunch box?

VIP '.1.7.111122711

111WSAMIWOMIMINOMM

AIMINIONIMINIMP

80. What foods that you canno4 provide do you feel thsat you forrii ly need?

IMMI111:1111=1~1112WIMINWNIIIMINION' 4111. 2.1 '=101111701101

81. Do you this the children in the eoneninity are veva A cohere "%gym.: *OS% ~3 0
ailks.w.A.voia&WW.A.074,04.46

0111111.111111MItsc

82. What are the chief cause of death in this particular conmaunity ?mss

83. When you or other members of your family get sick, who do you call
first?

84. About how much per. year do you and your family spend for doctor bills?

-W

85. Do you owe any money to the doctor now? Yes No

85a. How much? $
VOW AMORE JA:111-111111MICIMII 411110III

EILITARY SERVICE

86. Were you ever in the armed services? Yes No

86a. When did you go in?
ear

86b. When were you discharged?
tear

86c. What branch of the service were you in?

86d. What type of discharge do you have?

ti6e. Apar`c, from defending our freedom, in what other skills in, the
service were you trairad? Be specific.

-19-



MISCELLANEMS

87. From whom do you buy your groceries?
....solawaMEMINNINO18011121,

87a. Do you owe any grocery bills? Yes No

87b. If YES, how much? $

87c. Do you get a ticket from the grocer everytime you charge some-
thing or does he just give you what you went and write the
account up in his books? Yes No

88c. If YES, how much? $

88. From whom do you buy your clothes?

88a-. About how much per year do you and your family spend fog
clothes? $

88b. Do you owe any clothing bills now? Yes No

69. Now think well of everybody you owe, and what you owe them for, and
give me the following information:

NAME mom OWED FOR WHAT LENGTH OF TIME OWED

90. Do you think at this stage of your life there is still a chance
to improve yourself? Yes (see 90a) No (see 90b)

90a. How best could we go about it?

90b. Why?

4111=1111

91. Do you feel the world has been unld.nd to you in any way? Yes. (see 91a)
No (see 91b)

91a. How?
.11111111111111

91b. Tell me of some of your most fruitful and rewarding experiences?

ill11101134111M

92. You are now years old, tell me of the one best thing that
has ever happe--"n=you?...

93. What would you like to do most now if you had an opportunity to do
it? MI\

914. Tell me of all the places you have been outside of Alab.vaa.

-20-



Location Duration Occupation Reason for Leaving

95. Is there anything else yum would want to tell -Jae -"ilat WC 1-Lave riot

talked about?

Final , we-all wish to make or program to you and others of this
cornamnity a rewarding and enjoyable activity. Certainly a certificete of
att;andence will be give to those who successfUlly complete the activities
planned.

The space below is to be filled in the Interviewer who should, among
other tNX7Tlir ve intormation on t e o k o

i. Cooperativeness of interviewee and family

2. Condition of house (sanitation, lighting, etc.)

3. Reaction of any visit,r(s) interviewee may have had during the inter-
view.

14. Approximate time it took to execute the interview (do not include
time it took to get acquainted, etc.)
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE:FOR
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

Tuskegee Institute has a history and tradition in assisting all people
regardless of their training to continue to upgrade their education.
Accordingly, we are pleased to inform you that Tuskegee Institute is now
engaged in a project entitled "An Exploratory Study on Continuing Educa-
tion for Adults in Macon County, Alabama". Your cooperation and
assistance in helping to bring this project to a successful conclusion
will be greatly appreciated. I would like to take up about forty or
fifty minutes of your time to get some information from your organiza-
tion which whelp us to successfully execute the project. If your
time schedule will permit it, may I begin now, or, wad you wish that
I return at a time designated by you?

INTERVIEW:M.'S NAME: DATE:

(Questions 2 - 4 should be addressed to the Area Supervisor)

1. Name of organization or agency:

2, Address:
4MICIMEM I LI I I I IMEM11 Telephone:

Number of field employees in Macon County: 14 F

4. Length of service in the county for each field employee:

Male:

11121

Ferna3.e:

5. Number of farm famili3s served:

field assistants, and area supervisors if aqy are available)

11111111F1/

111111 MO Mi

(Questions 5 - 38 should be addressed to the County Agent, his



6, Average farm family income of families served

10. What are four specific reasons why you think you are having difficulties

11. Are tease reasons unique to any one of these communities or are they

12. If they are unique, would you then give the reasons for your diffi-

culties in each community separately?

Community

vit~zarasssinr

-2-

Reasons

.111 er ant NOIMMENIIi

4MONiNS-

oaMINSh

01111MINMICIMOI:MIV

111111MV

WiNPV~SON/~

ANNIMMMIND

Aga



15. What is the average education achievement in each of these

communities where you are having difficulty in getting your progrio

across? Begin with the most difficult.

Community

most 131.1.CCeSFrris,

Coramuntty.

Average Educational Achievement

Average Educational. Achievement



17. Do you work with one group or do you try to work evenly across

the board with the following:

Owners: Full-time farmers? Primarily ( ) Evenly ( )

Part-tine farmers? Primarily ( ) Evenly ( )

Renters: Full -time farmers? Primarily ( ) Evenly ( )

Part -time farmers? Primarily ( ) Evenly )

Share- Full-time farmers? Primarily ( ) Evenly ( )

Croppers:
Part -time farmers? Primarily ( ) Evenly ( )

18. If primarily, why do you choose to work with one more than the othero?

19. From your judgement and your records give as accurately as you

possibly can, the following information concerning the groups listed.

GROUP

FUll-time farmers:

Owners

Renters

Sharecroppers

Part-time farmers:

Owners

Renters

Average Educational Average Yearly
IncomeAchievement

11117CP.1011NO

AIINMENIMELIMINCI171=00.111.

..reMIN1111111101111111.11=1111111111

Sharecroppers

20. List the sources or additional employment for part-time farmers.



21. What, dD you think accounts for the differences in average yearly

income of full time famers who are owners, renters, snd sharecroppers?

.45011111511=111111151111

22. What recommendations and suggestions would you make in terms of

programa that might tend to ameliorate the differenceb in average

yearly income?

451115115171111215.11151114M4E `441541.144111541145411150Wir5411511441114

Zomlonema=4540.415414115

411151111.414111C.11551111111544M11411

23.. If you were asked to deviate from your present program and design

a new program for Macon County farmers, that would you place most

emphasis on?
AR535444

24. Why would, you emphasize that area (those areas) in particular?

Mill:111:111.41111/

IMMIlal~7111PIPCISEJ ID 45

25. The Cooperative Ektension Service puts out a monthly newspaper which

is distributed to the farmers, about what percentage of them do yaa

think actually reads that paper?

0 -l9 20 - 39 40 - 59 60 - 79

80 - 99 100

26. Why do you think the rest do not read the paper?



26b. What is your approach for improving the situation

If yes, answer 26b and 26c.

?

farmers? Yes ( ) No ( )

...... 1

26a. Do you think the inability to read is a problem among the

II

26c. In your effort to help, what changes have you identified in

your clientele in terms of their ability to read?

ii. 4811IM

If no, answer 26d.

26d. Have you found that in general your more intelligent farmers

28. Assuming that an Adult Education Progra

are more successful than the less intelligent ones? ..........

27. What State and/or County organizations (voluntary or governmental)

do you refer to when your organization does not have the facilities

to qope with the problems you have encountered in the execution

of your program? AO .0

ANNONO IV VHAMO 110410

m was designed to raise the

WAYS could you cooperate with such a pro

......

.

4.1KANIIMEMINIM

MEMO

III

educational levels of firm families in Macon County, Alabama, in what

gram? (Be specific)

..... ,..............

1

30. What suggestions could you. make to overcome these difficulties? .....

111MENIM7

29. Can sou now envision any difficulties in a program designed to raise

the educational levels of your clientele in the future?

,41wW/Ww0/111.11. VfflEfil.11AINNIONNIONIP.11111SIVNENNfab

111141111MMEMMINIP /111=11111 1104111101111111 111111.111 111111110011111.1111/ .41111111141111

-6-



31. What advantages or disadvantages would an adult educational program

designed to raise the reading level of your clientele have on your

program? ( Be specific.)

Advantages Disadvantages

111=11INCIIA=M11.- aIIMrame. 0111111111111011=1111.-

32. What do you feel are the causes of adult illiteracy in Macon County,

Alabama? (be as specific as you can).

.111111.711111111111

cami.

33. From your experiences in Macon County would you say that Tuskegee

33b. WIly?

1111

Trietitute, can rely on the local power structures in all the

oommunities in verbs of supporting a program designed to identify

the basic causes of illiteracy? Yes ( ) No ( )

12 yes, answer the following: (If no, answer

33a In that ways would they be able to help?

34. What communities in the county would you say offer the best promise

for the success of a provam designed to identity the basic causes

of illiteracy and may be able to carry out some experimental

teaching of basic skills? (Name communities in order of promise.)

1.

2.

3.

4.

ali1111111mwmew



35. Suppose the Federal, State, and County Governments should decide

to close down the Cooperative Extension Service in Macon County,

what immediate and long-term effects would such an action have on

the farmers?

-
.1111INCIIIMIP .11.110.

36. Please de:acribe your Extension Program in Macon County as detailed

as You possibly can.

Adults: Male

Production

Community.

Female

Production

Community

Youth: Male

Products on

Cormaunity

Female

Production

Community

37. In how many communities in the County do you have organized Woman's

Clubs?

amsgazweermourgamm.

Alp anNealo, AIniElpPMIMONMIN AMP VIIIVIEM

-1111M11! .111IND

IND

=11WCIIMIIII

38. In space below, give information for each women's club with regard

to: Location (c-immunity) enrollment; average educational achievement

(grade); and, meeting schedule.



39. what per cent of the housewives with whom you work have completed

courses in the following?

A. Sewing

B. Foods %

C. Child Care %

D. Home Management

E. Personal Financial Management

40. Describe the course content of each of the following:

A. Sewing

B. Foods

C. Child Care

D. Home Management

E. Personal Financial Management

MIZINMENCT1=S.a. .M.111113.1

.11.11,:eaZissallWORIMIIIN1113

41. Give four specific reasons why all members of the organized clubs have

not completed comes in the areas discussed.

2.

.0111.1"!-00. 3.
wo.111112:1

111112111210

142. In what conmninitiei3 d* you find it most difficult in getting coopera-

tion from the housewives? Begin with the most difficult.

f 10464), VOINIMMIEM

41C72191INMOIONNIeu

4111NOL NO

Al v11.1111111011111111111111111111151111MONOINEWINNW1

45. In what communities do you have the greatest success wi.th your program.

Begin with the most successful.



:

44. What kinds of difficulties are you encountering in the communities

mentioned and what specific reasons could you give for having such

difficulties?
MOMMMIIMP WINFINONIMIII. .1110

,01A. ,MME

45. If you have found reading and writing to be contributory factors to

your dif ficulties in working with members of the clubs, what suggestions

would you make to ameliorate such a situation?
1111111..

IMM1101 11.11.11MI

46. If you were asked to design a new program for your community clubs,

what would you place most emphasis on?

11SIUMW ,..1111Ma ciammixml

147. Why would you emphasize that area (those areas) in particular?MIMIC IIININNI

emolmosaassimsasma.rawroloareisa4m
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR
MACON COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH DIVISION

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

Name'of Department :

Address: 3 T elanhon A

Number of persons employed: Male: Female:

Do you work the entire county?

If no, how :raw communities do you work?

IMIMMIMININOMm.

7. Why do you work only these communities?

8. How many persons do you serve in each community?

Community

4111=1C11111111.

411a. MEOW:.

Number served

10,

9. What communities require your services most?

10. In your opinion, why dry these communities need your services more

than others?

lie What diseases-are most common in Macon County?

7,110/INNINN

12. Which community has the highest rate of the common diseases?

Wiwaxi~~11VONNIalsimmamwmaxamaastwor=r

13. What is the rate of illegitimate births in Macon County?

ONO

113011111WINO



114. What is the rate of illegitimate births in each community?

Community Rate

.Emlow.rM7

=1M=1:1 APILb, .10=mol

15. In your opinion, Idly is the illegitimate birthrate so high in

community (ies)?

19. If yes, do expectant mothers attend the clinic regularly?

18. Do you have a prenatal clinic?

16. What me::4cal services do you offer?

17e List the immunizations that you offer?

.......

20. If yes to 19, do they take the prescribed care of themselves?

21. If No to 19, why do not some of the others attend?.
/-1L...11111111111111

22. In your opinion, approximately what is the average grade completed

by the people whom you serve?
"CSIZIGliCIMIRMMINIMISIMOR

23. How do you give your instructions? (oral or written)

24. What per cent of the expectant mothers whom you serve, have premature

births?

25. Does your department have a well-baby clinic?

26. Do you have the cooperation of those receiving your 3ervices?

27 If No, what reasons would you give for not receiving 'heir

toopera-tioyt7



28. What is the rate of malnutrition in Macon County?

29. What is the rate of malnutrition in each community?

Community Rate

=1111!MMEINI=11M...=

"NM W=M=1110

30. Does your department supplement diets where needed?

31. Is the inability to read and write a problem for many with whom

you are working?
-.41101111111C71E-

32. What have you found to be your most effective means of communicationt

.11M=RMlo

33. As a result of your experiences1 what techniques would you suggest

that Tuskegee Institute use to get participants in a program designed

to raise they levels of educational achievement?

-MINIEMP
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR
MACON COUNTY SHERIFF

1. Name of Department:

2. Address:

3. T.-ler:hone: How many employed?

5. Population of County and/or areas under your juricdiction:

mmalmomnsrmtawww..awararm...alsaiwo

6. How do you divide the County and/or area (communities, precincts,

beats, etc.)?

7. Give the following information about the divisions:

NAME NUMBER POPULATION ADULT OFFENDERS JUVENILE OFFENDERS

8. What is the crime rate of Macon County?

01171=1611=

WINMEMMOIMICIO

9. HOW does it compare with similar counties in regard to the rate and

type of crime, the frequency, etc.?

10. Which area has the highest crime rate?

11. Why?

ZIMINIMIIMICINEMITMS

1111111111111MMMIll

12. What type of crime is committed most frequently in this argta?

MINE111110 ,

13. Which area has the lowest crime rate?

14. Why?

15. What type of crime is committed most frequently in this area.:



What is the average age of of whom you convict?

17. What is the range of these ages?

18. What is the rate of juvenile crimes in Macon County?
MOO

19. How does this rate compare with similar counties?

20. Which community division has the highest rate of juvenile crime?

21. Why?

22. Nhich community division has the lowest rate of juvenile crime?

23. Why?.
MEMO 211111.2721=1,

.11121U11,

24. WhatWhat per cent of the juvenile offenders are high school drop outs?

25. Is the inability to read and write a problem for your department in

dealing with many of the offenders (adult & juvenile)?

26. List four conditions, existing in Macon County, that you feel are

conducive to crime?
^AIIMINEMINIIM.11112r1

27. What techniques woiad you suggest that Tuskegee Institute use tr. ;et

participants in a program designed to raise their levels of educational

achievement?

-2-
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS

1. Name of organization

2. Age 3. Membership Number

I. Average age of members ----... 5. Age range of members

4 4- eery; evin eAlf rneern1,...tybesh4
% it&NN141k# %Oaf. tadiiior,

"ct....a.f.ANoWeiroo,

7. What is the purpose of the organization?
NIMI1110111110I

41

.11IMME711110,11=111,

8. What are the dues?

411=1.60

111101111011112D

9. If dues are not collected, then how is your organization, financed?

10, What is the average educational achievement of the members? (Grades

completed or degrees)

11. Has your organization ever held any educational classes or workshops?

If YES, answer ila and lib. If NO, answer 11d.

INIMINNo

YES

ila. In what subjects?

lib. When were these classes or workshops held?

NO

11d. Why not?

...0211.01

12. Are regula: classes or Educational Workshops held?

13. Do you give any scholarship aid to college students?

14. Do you have an annual welfare purse or project?

15. If yes, what persons or agencies have benefitted?

.11111=
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Name

School

TUSKIMEE INSTITUTE
Tuskegee Institute, Alabama

Project D-184
Course Evaluation Worksheet

to be Completed by
Participants Only

Date

Instructor

DIRECTIONS: This is oar way of letting you evaluate your class. It is
important that you answer all questions. Check only one
answer to each question.

I. Appraisal of Subject Matter

1. Which lesson did you like best:

a. 21 Arithmetic?

b. 15 Reading?

c. 3 Writing?

d. 5 Spelling?

e. 4 6 Civ es?

2. Which lesson did you like least:

a. 18 Arithmetic?

b. 21 Reading?

c. 23 Writing?

d. 15 Spelling?

e. 13 Civics?

3. Which lesson do you feel you needed most:

a. i41 Arithmetic?

b. 3 Reading?

c. 3 Writing?

d. 10 Spelling?

e. 33 ,Civics?



4. Which lesson do you feel you needed least:

a. 8 Arithmetic?

Reading?

Writing?

Spelling?

Civics?

5. Do you feel that the things you hay.: been taught will help you?

a. 72 Now

b. 16 later

c, 0 Never

6. has subject matter:

a. 0 Too hard?

b. 3 Too eas'j?

c. 87 Irivel needed?

II. Attendance

1. Did you attend:

a. 18 All meetings?

b. 69 Most meetings?

c. 3 Few meetings?

2. Did you miss meetings:

Because you were not being taught what you needed?

e-
Because you were not being paid to attend?

Because you were too Imly?

Because the hour'of meeting was not satisfactory?

Becaun School was too fax from your home

f. 66 Others? (Specify)

b. 33

c. 26

d. 1$

e. 8

a. 0

b. 0

c. 13

d. 8

e. 3



3. Were the meetings:

a. 3 Too long?

b. 39 Long enough?

c. 48 Too short?

4. Were tine meetings:

a. 82 Often enough?

b. 0 Too often?

c. 8 Not often enough?

5. Were you on time:

a. 46 All of the time?

b. 44 Most of the time?

c. 0 Never?

III. Appraisal of Teacher

1. If you attend class again would you:

a. ,77 Want the same teacher?

b. 0 Want another teacher?

c. 13 Makes no difference?

2. Was the teacher on time for class:

a. yr All of the time?

b. 3 Most of the time?

c. 0 Never on time?

3. Was the teacher pleasant:

a. 90 All of the time?

b. 0 Most of the time?

c. 0 Never?

4. Did the teacher go:

a. 3 Too fast?

b. 3 Too slow?



c. 8L Just right?

5. Did the teacher give you:

a. 10 Too much to do?

b. 5 Too little to do?

c. 75 Just enough to do?

6. Did the teacher give instructions mhile moving about the room:

a. 37 All of the time?

b. 48 Most of the time?

c. 5 None of the time?

7. Did you receive individual instructions when needed:

a. 67 All of the time?

b. 23 Most of the t:me?

c. 0 None of the time?

8. Did the teacher let participants take part:

a. 42 All of the time?

b. 48 Most of the time?

c. 0 None of the time?

9. Could you hear the teacher:

a. 82 All of, the time?

b. 8 Most of the time?

c. 0 None of the time?

Coula you understand the teacher:

a. 54 All of the time?

b. 26 Most of the time?

c, 10 None of the time?
410:11111IGNIMMINP

IV. Personal Satisfaction

1. Did you enjoy the class:



a. 90 All of the time'

b. 0 Some of the time?

c. 0 None of the time?

2. Would you attend class again if one was held near you?

a. 90 Yes

b. 0 No

3. Can you attend to your business:

a. 75 Better than before?

b. 15 Same as before?

C 0 0 Worse than before?

4. Do others ask you for help with things they do not understand:

a. 59 More now than before you attended class?

b. 23 Same as before you attended class?

c. 8 Never?

5. Would you recommend a class like this to your friends?

d. 90 Yes

b. 0 No

6. Have any of your friends or relatives made fun of you since you
have been in class?

a. 10 Yes

b. 80 No

V. Classroom

1. Was classroom comfortable:

a. e5 AU of the time?

b. 5 Most of the time?

c. 0 None of the time?
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2. Did your classroom !lave good lig,htiug:

b.

82

8

All of the time?

Most of the time?

C. 0 None of the time?
aiwwwwww.

3. Could you see material on the blackboard well:

a. 69 AU of the time?

b. 21 . Most og the time?

c. 0
D

None of the time?'
MONNIMIONLEI

VI Cormients:

17=11.
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2. Did your olimsroom have good lighting:

e. 82 All of the iime?

b. 8 Most of the tine?

c. 0 None of the time?

3. Could you see material on the blackboard well:

a. 69 All of the time?

b. 21 Most of the tine?

c. 0 None of the time?
1.WHININIffflaNta

VI. Comments:
MININD=MI12111P111111101111111MIC.41111111111111/10WNIIIMINW 111111111111=11111Pleall111111,111111PNINIIINIMI
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tUSKEGEE INSTITUTE
Tuesegee Institute* Alabama

Project D-184

Course Evaluation-Worksheet
to 11,:e Completed by.

Teachers Only

Name
DateMINI.,WWW.,..,41/8.M-W.41011441,114di Aral2184111,11B91. 11.101111118,2

OMMUMMLOWIMMIMMIWIIMPOIMPIPWWWWWWWW.. 11941 1 10~1=1111k

DIRECTIONS: This is our way of letting you evaluate your class. It is
important that you answer all the questions. Check only one
answer to each question. Please answer each question
truthfully and honestly.

I. Appraisal of Subject Matter

1. Do you feel the subject matter answered a basic need?

a. 3 Yes

b, 0 No

2. Which lesson do you feel the class needed most:

a. 0 Arithmetic?

b. 2 Reading?

c. 0 Writing ?

d. 0 Spellirg?

e. 1 Civics?

3. Which lesson do you feel the class needed least:

a. I Arithmetic?

b. 1 Reading?

c. 1 Writing?

d. 0 Spelling?

e. 0 Civics?



II. Appraisal. of Teaching Technique

1. How would you rate the experimental teaching technique-used inyour, class:

a. 0 Excellent?

b. 3 Good?

N. v Fair?
AW1111111011101111110

d. 0 Po( _1

2. Would you recommend that this technique be used by other adulteducators?

a. 3 Yes

b. 0 No

III. Administration

1. How. would you rate your immediate supervisor:

a. 3 Very helpful?
b. 0 Could have given more help?

c. 0 No help at all?

2. Did you have the necessary equipment and supplies to carry outyour assignment:

a. 3 All of the time?

b. 0 Most of the time?

c. 0 None of the time?

3. Do you feel that your knowledge and orientation of the experi-mental teaching techniques was:

a. 0 -Excellent?

b. 3 Good?

c. 0 Fair?

d. 0 Poor?

it. Was the program organized:

a. 3 Extremely well?

-2-



b. 0 W11?

c. Q Fairly well?

d. 0 Poorly?

IV. Class

1. Would you want to teach again:

a. 0 The same group?

b. 0 Another group?

c. 3 Makes no difference?

d. 0 No

Did the class take the course work:

a. 3 Very serious ?.

b. 0 Not too serious?

c. 0 Not at all serious?

3. Did you enjoy the class:

a. 3 All of the time?

b. 0 Most of the time?

c. 0 None of the time?

L. Did you give individual instructions:

a. 3 Everyttme the need arose?

b. 0 On certain days?

c. 0 Never?

5. Did class members participate freely:

a. 1 All of the time? (With or without visitors)

b. 2 Most of the time? (With or without visitors)

c. 0 Some of the time?

d. Nano of 44. time?

0



6. What did you do when you could not be present for class?

a. 1 Got someone to teach in MY place

b. 0 Changed meeting time of class temporarily

c. 2 Was always present as scheduled

V. Classroom

1. Was classroom comfortable:

a. 1 All of the time?

b. 2 Most of the time?

C. 0 None of the time?

2. Did your classroom have good lighting:

a. 1 All of the time?

b. 2 Most of the time?

e. 0 . None of the time?

Octiarients:


